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i. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the radiation belt in 1957 and
the discovery of the general nature of the earth's magnetosphere
over the ensuing few years, there has been a period of extensive
mapping of this environment. We now have a fairly detailed pic-
ture of the particle fluxes, plasmas, and fields in the space
around the earth and are also starting to acquire some understand-
ing of the nature and intensity of the various electromagnetic
waves in this region.
Clearly however there is much work that needs to be
done to elucidate this picture - particularly in revealing the
physical mechanisms that maintain the environment the way it is
and control dynamic phenomena occurring in it.
In this report we suggest that a different kind of
effort, which is more manipulative of the environment, would
aid in obtaining a fundamental understanding of these basic mecha-
nisms.
In order to obtain a quantitative understanding of many
magnetospheric phenomena it would be very instructive to carry out
controlled "active" experiments in space. We have in mind experi-
ments in which the environment is modified in a controlled and
temporary way. By studying the results of such modifications we
can isolate the physical variables that are involved and start to
- 2 -
understand the basic dynamics of magnetospheric processes.
Naturally occurring events like magnetic storms or
auroras are almost biological in their complexity, with several
processes occurring simultaneously. Passively observing such
phenomena(as has been done to date) is similar to the study of
taxonomywhere one observes the gross features of a biological
specimen and classifies it. Conducting controlled geophysical ex-
periments on the other hand is analogous to the study of physiology
where one studies a part of a biological system and understands its
functions and properties. The ability to isolate variables in such
a complicated system plays an important role in gaining this under-
standing.
It should also be pointed out that a detailed under-
standing of the dynamics of field, particle, and plasma processes
in the neighborhood of the earth is expected to have (and indeed
already has had) an important impact on astrophysics. Manyof the
processes that are hypothesized to occur on the Sun, in the Solar
System and beyond, are similar to those occurring in the magneto-
sphere. A detailed understanding obtained from our "local" envi-
ronment in space will thus help to clarify our understanding of
more distant astrophysical phenomena.
In this report we have listed a number of specific ideas
that were examined by the co_ittee. These involve experiments
with injected electron beams, ion beams_andplasmas produced using
-4-
ments could look for unexpected results.
(iii) Manyof the experiments done to date which passively
map the environment suffer because it is difficult to distinguish
between space and time variations in a quantity. Adequate separation
of these variables is even more crucial in active experlments.
For this purpose a two satellite system with one "slaved" to the
other (i.e., with a controllable distance between them) would often
be desirable.
(i) University of Minnesota Proposal to NASA entitled "Electron
Radar Technique as a Probe of the Trapped Radiation Belts".
NASA control number 24-005-008-(lll),Prlncipal Investigator
Dr. J.R. Winckler.
(2) Lockheed Proposal to NASA entitled "Proposal to develop in-
jection experiment for Apollo Flight". Tech.Report No.
LMSC-894635, Aug. 1966. NASA control number 05-138-111-(112).
Principal investigator, Dr. W.L. Imhof.
-5-
Table of Experiments
The weight estimates in the table include the
contribution from power supply requirements which are high
in some cases. Information on weights and characteristics
of power sources available on Apollo and Apollo application
missions is included in an Appendix of this report.
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2. THE GENERATION OF ARTIFICIAL AURORAE
Wilmot N. Hess
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Manned Space Craft Center
Houston, Texas
(i) Introduction
The objective of this experiment is to generate an aurora
by injecting an intense enough stream of electrons into the geo-
magnetic field parallel to a field line so that they will enter the
atmosphere, deposit their energy and produce an auroral spot. To do
this at first we will use a small electron accelerator on an Aerobee
350 rocket.
- i0 -
TABLE i
The brightness of auroras varies from below the visual
threshold to a brightness which produces an illumination on the
ground equivalent to full moonlight. Forms are rated in bright-
ness according to the International Brightness Coefficient (IBC).
IBC I II III IV
Visual Eq. Milky Way thin moonlit moonlit cu- full
Brightness cirrus clouds mulus clouds moonlight
Intensity (01)
5577A (Kilo-
rayleighs)
i i0 i00 I000
+
Intensity N2
ist Neg
3914AKR
I i0 i00 I000
Energy
Deposition
-2 -I
ergs cm sec
3 30 300 3000
- ii -
Table i from T.N. Davis(1) showsthe energy flux required to
makedifferent brightness aurorae. Let us consider the require-
ments to generate an IBC III aurora which should be easily
measurable. Using i00 m as the radius of the auroral spot produced
we get the input energy requirement of
E = (300 ergs (104 =i0112 ) _ cm) 2 _ er_Ssec
cm -sec
We know auroral forms of _ i00 m width occur naturally. This width
should be dominated by coulomb scattering so we should be able to
produce a spot of this size or even less artificially.
Let us consider a beam pulse of 0.i second length -- pro-
bably longer than necessary for spot detection. If we use i0 Key
electrons we will require a charge of
Q
I0 I0 errs
1.6 x 10 -8 ergs/electron
= 0.6 x 1018 electrons = .i coulomb.
Such an electron beam can be generated by an accelerator that can
be flown.
It seems possible to generate an IBC III aurora with a
pulse of electrons. (2) What good would it be? There are several
scientific experiments that can be accomplished using this capabi-
lity.
- 12 -
(ii) Possible Experiments
(i) Study of Magnetic Field Line Geometry
By shooting an electron beam up along a field line in one
hemisphere and having it hit the atmosphere and produce an aurora
in the other hemisphere one can study the large-scale structure of
the geomagnetic field (see Figure i). By observing the spot loca-
tions and spot shapes for a series of pulses put out at about one
second intervals, we can tell if the electrons are traveling in an
orderly fashion or are being disturbed perhaps by various magnetic
or electric fluctuating fields.
By observing what happens to the pulses emitted as the
satellite moves to high latitudes, one can try to understand the high
latitude magnetic field geometry. Boundary current or tail current
distortions of the geomagnetic field could be investigated this way.
In the polar regions, it should be possible to distinguish between
the closed magnetosphere of Beard, Mead, et al, and the open magneto-
sphere of Dungey and Petschek, et al, by studying field line shapes.
These studies will be most valuable conducted at large L values.
This method of studying field line shapes, complements single point
vector measurements as are commonly made from spacecraft. Here we
determine the large-scale field geometry -- a quite different matter.
(2) Determination of Conjugate Point Locations
By using a low altitude satellite, shooting the accelerator
beam up a field line, an auroral spot can be made at the other end
of the field line -- the conjugate point to the satellite location.
- 13 -
Using ground-based observations at the conjugate point the auroral
spot location can be determined to 1 km or better. This is about a
factor of i00 better than can be done by present methods of deter-
minig conJugacy. Such an improvementshould enable several natural
conjugate phenomenato be studied in more detail. It would be inte-
resting here to study polar cap conJugacy and also the diurnal and
seasonal variation of conjugate point locations. Approximate conjugate
point locations are shown in Fig. 2.
(3) Field Line Length Measurement
By measuring the time it takes the electron beamto go
from one end of a field line to the other end, the field line length
can be determined. Using a i0 Kev electron beamof v/c = 8 = .2 at
L = 6 where the field line length is about 105 km the beamtransit
time is
t
i0 I0 cm = 1.6 sec
.6 x i0 I0 cm/sec
This transit time can be given approximately by
L
t = .055 --_ seconds
This time is not a sensitive function of the electron's pitch angle_
varying only about 3 % for 0 < e < 60 ° . Measurements at large L
are most important where transit times will be of the order of i se-
- 14 -
/
cond or maybe more. By measuring transit time as a function of L
(for example on a low altitude polar orbiting vehicle) one can find
field line lengths and also study discontinuities that might occur
in transit time vs. L curves if, for example, polar cap field
lines that go into the geomagnetic tail don't connect back to the
earth.
(4) Measurement of Large Scale Electric Fields
It is commonly held that there are quite large electric
fields in the magnetosphere. The SD current system in the polar
regions is thought by many to result from a potential of about 30
kilovolts across the polar cap. If there are such large potentials
they should be measurable by their effects on the electron beam. The
electron beam will be subject to the magnetic field llne curvature
drift of velocity
2
mcv
Vc B R "
e
It will also be subject to an electric field drift if the electric
field is perpendicular to the magnetic field, given by
In order to separate out the electric field drift to measure _±
a series of pulses of different energies can be shot from the acce-
- 15 -
lerator. Using a dipole magnetic field and _, = 10-8 statvolts/cm,
corresponding to 30 kilovolts across the polar cap, the displacements
due to v_ and vc from traveling from one hemisphere to the other
for L = 6 for a i0 Kev electron beamare
f 'I)X -- mc_.__vv dlc B R _-- -- 6 km East
e
= 1.3 km North
Due to the different velocity dependences of X_ and X c
we should be able to separate out these two drifts quite easily and
measure values of the electric field down to values given roughly by
I G (_) dt > Vbeam
A measurement of ell may also be possible by observing
at what altitude the artificial aurora is produced and seeing if it
is consistent with the beam energy or not. These measurements will
be especially interesting in the auroral zone. Ground-based obser-
vations of the spots with an accuracy of _ 0.i ° seem necessary here.
Vertical luminosity profiles calculated by Maeda (3) for
different energy electrons are shown in Fig. 3. The ability to mea-
sure the bottom edge of the profile and thereby the electron energy
- 16 -
at the top of the atmosphere is what makes it possible to measure
_II " If the vertical profile is inconsistent with the beamenergy,
then an electric field
_II maybe present.
(iii) The Wallops Feasibility Test
It is necessary to show that the idea of producing auroral
spots with a space-borne accelerator is feasible. There are several
things that could go wrong. We expect to fly an electron accelerator
on an Aerobee 350 Rocket from Wallops Island in July to show that the
idea works.
a./ The Electron Accelerator
The accelerator will be a set of nine electron guns each
with a single accelerating grid. The guns will be opened in flight
and pulsed with voltages varying from 1.25 kilovolts to i0 kilovolts
and with controlled currents from 1.5 ma to 500 ma. Most pulses will
be 0.i second long but about every i0 pulses a long pulse of 1.0
second at full power will be put out to enable the observers on the
ground a good chance to see the spot. The accelerator is being con-
structed by Ion Physics Corporation under the direction of Mr. William
Beggs.
b./ The Auroral Spots
Dr. Martin Berger and Mr. Steve Seltzer of the Bureau of
Standards have performed a two-dlmensional Monte Carlo calculation
of the electron interaction with the atmosphere including secondary
- 17 -
production. They have in this way calculated energy deposition
profiles. These can be used to show how big and how bright the
spots ought to be. Assuminga 0.5 %luminous efficiency and integ-
rating horizontally through the luminous region we have madehori-
zontal luminosity profiles for electrons of 12.5 Kev, 6.25 Kev,
3.12 Kev and 1.56 Kev as shownin Fig. 4. We see here that the
spots are typically _ 50 m wide and _ 20 km long. The luminosities
are given in kilorayleighs (ikR = 109 protons/cm 2 -sec). We
source
have not tried to calculate a spectrum but we expect that much of
o o
the light will be at % = 5577A and at % _ 3914A and in the other
typical auroral lines. If the spots are viewed at an angle and
not side-on or horizontally, then the luminosity increases by i
COS g
where e is the angleoff horizontal.
c./ The Rocket Potential
The rocket will try to charge up with a + voltage when
the electron beam is shot out. In order to prevent the rocket poten-
tial from interfering with the beam ejection, this potential must be
kept small. This could be accomplished by eJecting an ion beam (or
plasma beam, maybe) but this seemed like a hard development problem
and also somewhat uncertain when finished. Questions about power
requirements and turn-on times made this look marginal. Wedecided
to solve this problem by a more brute force method of collecting
enough current from the ionosphere to balance the beam current. In
order to do this, we are going to deploy an aluminized mylar foil
- 18 -
80 feet in diameter. This foil has an inflatable outer rim and
spokes and is being built by Scheldahl who built the Echo Balloons.
(See Figure 5). Assuming that the ionosphere density is 105 elec/cm2
a thermal current of _ I ampwill be collected by the foil. This
kT
should mean that the potential on the rocket should be V _____e
e
and it should be _ .i. Dr. Gene Maier will fly a faraday cup on
the rocket to see that the vehicle potential is reasonable. This
will be swept through a considerable range of voltages during the
beam pulse to see that the vehicle potential is reasonable. This
can be done by measuring the energy of the infalling electrons.
d./ The Rocket Payload
A layout of the Aerobee 350 is shown in Fig.6. The nose
cone is ejected in flight and the deployable foil and experiment
section is pumped down before launch and deployed just after nose
cone ejection. The rocket is despun, turned around and brought to
rest parallel to a magnetic field line by the Attitude Control System
before the current collecting foil is deployed. Data is telemetered
back to the ground but because we are afraid of RF interference
during the pulse we will also tape record the data and play it back
after the experiment is over. A beam-on pulse will be telemetered
and distributed to ground observers. Figure 7 shows a rough sequence
of events and times in more detail.
- 19-
e./ Ground Based Optical Equipment
The primary method of spot measurementis by using came-
ras on the ground. To do this, wewill have the following equipment.
(i) Neil Davis from Alaska will have three TV systems taking
movies at three statlons. (4) Thesewill be similar to those he has
used before for natural auroral studies.
(2) Bob Young from SRI will have an image intensifier camera
taking movies at the sames_te Davis is at.
(3) AI Belon from Alaska will use one TV system to spectro-
scopy on several auroral lines.
(4) DonHeath from Goddardwill use the 31" Baker Schmidt
telescope at Wallops with beamsplitters and several photometers to
do spectroscopy on several auroral lines.
(5) J.T. Williams and Roy Proctor from SAOat Wallops will
probably run the SAOSuper Schmidt cameras at Wallops to take still
pictures of the spots. Using about one minute exposures and Royal-X
Pan recording film they can photograph 14th magnitude stars this
way so they ought to see our spots well.
(6) Grady Hicks from NRLwill use a TV system he built to
take movies at a fourth camerasite. This should provide very good
triangulation data.
(7) Gordon Sheperd from Saskatchewanwill use optical
gear to measure the N2+ rotational temperature of the spots.
f./ Electron Density Measurements
From Berger's and Seltzer's calculations, we get the ex-
- 20 -
r
pected electron density in the auroral spots directly (see Figure
14 to 17). Electron densities of % 107 elec/cm 2 should be measur-
able. Oliver Bartlett will attempt this using a radar reflection
technique involving a 27 mc radar.
(iv) Problem Areas
a./ Beam Propagation
The electric fields associated with the beam itself may
cause some trouble in the beam propagation. One dimensional calcu-
lations assuming no ambient plasma show that the beam can get into
trouble. However, realistic 2D calculations seem to show that the
problem is not serious. We will continue to worry about it for some
time till the calculations are complete. The fact that the ambient
density ne _ 105 is larger than the beam density n b _ 104 seems
comforting.
b./ Plasma Instabilities
This may really be serious. A system of two counter-
streaming fluids is unstable if the streaming velocity is larger
than the beam thermal velocity. Any density or velocity pertur-
bations in one beam couple to the second beam and then back on the
first beam due to the electric field involved. The initial distur-
bance can grow as a result of this.
The dispersion relation
2
i = Z _pi
i (_ - v • k) 2
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relates the angular frequency m of a perturbation to the dis-
turbance's wave number k and the streaming velocity v and the
plasma frequency mpi of particle type i . Buneman(5) has dis-
cussed this dispersion relation and shownthat for electrons flowing
through stationary ions the system is unstable and perturbations on
a i0 Kev electron beamgrow a factor e in a distance of about
i00 meters. For electrons flowing through stationary electrons the
growth length is even less.
The analysis says the beamwill be unstable but it does
not say what will happen to it. There is no good non-linear theory
of the ultimate properties of an unstable beam. The best thing to
do here is to ask what experiments show about propagation of elec-
tron beamsthrough plasmas. Apel (6) at APLhas observed wave trains
form in an electron beamtraveling through a plasma.
From a study of the dispersion relation for this system
Apel can predict the growth rate and frequencies of the observed
instabilities. Based on this, he can predict what instabilities
should occur for the auroral beam. But he cannot predict what the
beam properties will be when its properties have been changed enough
to be stable. The fact that natural aurorae occur is encouraging
at this point.
In order to study this business of beam instability, we
will perform two experiments. Dr. Sigi Bauer and Dr. Leo Blumle of
GSFC will fly a swept frequency radio receiver on a second rocket
- 22 -
launched at nearly the sametime as the Aerobee 350 is launched.
Also, Dr. Bob Helliwell and Dr. John Katsufrakis of Stanford will
operate a VLF receiving station on the ground at Wallops. Both of
these experiments will try to detect waves from our electron beam.
If as muchas i %of the beamenergy goes isotropically into RF at
the plasma or gyro frequency, it should be easy to detect.
(v) Future Experiments
The experiments we ultimately want to carry out using
this particle beam technique for field mapping involve sending the
beam a long distance out into the magnetosphere. The reason for
this, is that almost all interesting problems dealing with the
static geomagnetic and geoelectric field are high latitude problems
(> 60°). When the electron beam penetrates into regions of weak
magnetic field where trapped electron lifetimes are short, the elec-
tron beam may get into trouble. Petschek and Kennel suggest that the
short electron's lifetime is due to resonant scattering by whistlers.
The natural Van Allen belt particles are limited in flux by an in-
stability which produces whistlers, scatters the particles and dumps
them. In this theory whistlers amplitudes observed on OGO i seem
large enough to be in agreement with this theory. These same whistlers
will scatter the beam electrons and cause them to become more iso-
tropic and therefore become trapped. This might decrease the flux
entering the atmosphere at the other end of the field line enough so
that the auroral spots would not be detectable. The observation that
- 23 -
the Van Allen belt electron flux seemsto be isotropic even inside
the loss cone for L > 4 and especially during magnetic distur-
bances, seems to say that electrons can be appreciably scattered
in pitch angle in a single bounce. If the low energy electron life-
time at L _ 6 is roughly _ _ 103 see as Kennel and Petschek
believe, then an appreciable part of the accelerator electron beam
should reach the other hemisphere. The bounce time for particles
going some distance into the tail is _B % i0 sec so:
T B << T .
This means that the electron beam technique should work even for
L _ 6 but it is uncertain.
a./ Ion Beams
There are two reasons why this field mapping experiment
might benefit from the use of an ion beam rather than an electron
beam.
(i) An ion beam should be a more sensitive indicator of
large scale quasi-static electric fields. The displacement from a
field line given earlier due to electric fields is:
I El
---- C
x v _-- d£
The fact that the velocity appears in the denominator means that a
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beamof heavy ions with low velocity will give a larger displace-
ment and therefore a more sensitive measurementof eL .
(2)An ion beammaynot be plagued by as many troubles in
moving from hemisphere to hemisphere as an electron beamwill. Proton
precipitation is not a conmonoccurrence in the radiation belt ex-
cept at the auroral zone. It seemsthat the protons maynot be sub-
ject to somewave-particle disturbances (such as whistler inter-
actions) that electrons experience. If this were the case, then beams
of ions could propagate over paths that electrons could not and there-
fore the use of ion beamsmight enlarge the region of applicability
of the experiment.
There is one reason why the ion beamtechnique might not
work. The luminous efficiency of such beamsis not knownwell at all.
It is uncertain whether a 50 kw ionbeam will produce enough light
on interacting with the atmosphere to allow ground photography.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure i.
Figure 2.
Figure 3.
Figure 4.
Figure 5.
Figure 6.
Figure 7.
Figure 8.
Sketch of an electron accelerator sending an
electron beam along a field line to the opposite
hemisphere.
Approximate Conjugate Point Locations.
Vertical luminosity profiles of an electron beam
interacting with the atmosphere for an isotropic
beam and a vertical incidence beam of several
energies (after Maeda).
Horizontal luminosity profiles of an electron beam
interacting with the atmosphere for a vertical incident
beam for several energies (from data of Berger and
Seltzer).
Sketch of rocket-borne accelerator with electron
collector foil displayed.
Layout of Aerobee 350 rocket showing payload.
Approximately flight profile of Aerobee 17.03.
Density profiles of the electron blob made by 1/2
coulomb of 6.25 Kev electrons striking the atmosphere
vertically.
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. ARTIFICIAL VAN ALLEN BELT
Charles F. Kennel
University of California
Los Angeles, California
ABSTRACT
It may be possible to create an artificial Van Allen
belt by deep space injection of high energy electrons into the
Earth's magnetic field. We calculate in very crude terms the
powers and currents required to inject electrons faster than
they are removed'by natural processes. A 300 Key belt at L = 3,
with a radial extent of 1 Earth radius, would require a continuous
injection of a few kilowatts and a few milllamps for a week. A
power supply module weighing roughly one ton will provide suffi-
cient power. A 1/10 Earth radius belt would require a 200 lb.
power supply.
(1) Introduction
We magnetospheric physicists may be on the verge of a
change. We have studied our chosen subject with a highly sophis-
ticated and extensive array of passive detectors and have established
the salient phenomenologlcal features of the magnetosphere. For in-
stance, we now know, simply from experience with our data, what
typical radiation doses in space are, where the magnetospherlc
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boundary is likely to be on a given day, and so on. At a deeper
level, we have succeeded in generating several theoretical notions
which may increase our understanding of the magnetosphere; we now
have someideas about the structure of the Earth's bow shock wave
and magnetospheric boundary, about the radial and pitch angle
diffusion of high energy particles, and the generation of someof
the radio emissions observed. (In one or two cases, there might even
be an overlap of experiment and theory, though never enough to con-
vince the detractors of a given theory and usually not enough to
satisfy the proponents.) All in all we have basic knowledge of mag-
netospheric phenomenology, a reliable and flexible array of passive
measuring instruments and a growing fund of theoretical ideas, but
we don't yet know how the magnetospherereally works.
While there is presently extensive interest in making
passive measurements, this area does seemto have a finite llfe ex-
pectancy. Presumably, the catalog of significant phenomenais not
endless, however it may seemat the present time.Already there is
a growing effort to test our theoretical ideas, such as they are,
against observation. In several cases, this requires more precise
and fine scale measurementsthan was previously necessary. Our ne-
cessarily limited informational capabilities force us to choose
what is important to measure. As a result, theorists henceforth
will probably have to be coupled more directly into ongoing experi-
mental programs than has previously been the case. Already one sees
signs of this, and a new generation of young people, the first
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trained specifically in space plasma physics, - is ready to begin
professional life with an integrated understanding of magnetospheric
physics.
Increasing our fundamental understanding through passive
measurements alone could well be arduous, tlme-consumlng and ex-
pensive. Not only will satellite instrumentation have to be sophis-
ticated, but so also will those scientists who interpret the data.
(The variability of the magnetosphere strains everyone's understan-
ding.) Of course, what one would llke to do is reproduce in space
the controlled conditions of earth-bound laboratories, actively per-
turb the space plasma to see what happens, and do it over and over
again. Clearly, this is not possible in entirety. However, we were
surprised during the course of this study to find how much certain
selected pieces of the magnetospheric environment may be open to our
partial control. We need only choose our perturbations to dominate
the competing natural magnetospherlc processes for a while. In this
paper, we shall discuss the possibility of making an artificial Van
Allen belt by injecting more electrons than are there naturally.
We should llke to draw a distinction between several types
of environmental modification experiment. For instance, in the con-
text of Van Allen Injection, one might inject small but highly con-
trolled particle fluxes for use as tracers. These do not modify the
environment in any essential way but are a valuable experimental
technique. At intermediate injection fluxes, the perturbations become
more important and the results confusing. Finally, when one injects
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so many electrons artificially that the natural injection sources
do not play a significant role at all, he has created a partially
controllable artificial Van Allen belt.
The injection process will introduce many new elements
of physics not present in the unperturbed environment, for example,
beam-plasma interactions in the environment of the injection satellite.
While such processes must be understood, we should llke to emphasize
the aim of creating an artificial space plasma in order to study
naturally occurring geophysical processes. This requires an experi-
ment of geophysical scale where the essentially extraneous pertur-
bations due to the injection process may be neglected. Finally, while
we might be able to control part of the Van Allen belts, we cannot
control the entire magnetosphere. Thus, we only can go part way from
our present status of a primarily observational subject akin to astro-
nomy to the laboratory precision of modern physics. Nevertheless,
partially controllable magnetospheric experiments are an innovation
in technique which should lead to clearer physical understanding
and many new ideas, and extend the meaningful capabilities of our
present array of passive detectors.
(ii) Artificial Van Allen Inlection
a./ Introduction
Because available power in space is limited, we must choose
our perturbations carefully. If our aim is to inject electrons, it is
advantageous to inject them at high energies (where the natural fluxes
are small and untrapping lifetimes are long) and over a small spatial
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volume. A realistic Van Allen belt fills an entire drift shell
around the Earth. Thus we ought to limit the volume of an artifi-
cial Van Allen belt only by localizing injection to within certain
radial limits. While the injection volume is smallest on low L-shells
near the Earth, most of the geophysical activity occurs on high
L-shells. Similarly, while Mev electrons have flow fluxes and long
lifetimes, much of the interaction with plasma turbulence occurs at
lower electron energies. Thus we must compromise our desire to study
an "interesting" portion of space and the particle energy spectrum
with our natural desire to get away with as little injection power as
possible.
We shall outline here one such tradeoff, whereby continuous
injection of 300 Key electrons for one week or more can create an
artificial Van Allen belt comparable in intensity with observed fluxes.
This appears to be technically feasible, though it requires a reorien-
tation of payload design towards higher on-board power, power storage,
and voltage capabilities. Nowhere do we pretend that we have done a
full scale engineering feasibility study; rather we shall present some
simple arguments and estimates which suggest that a more careful exa-
mination of Van Allen injection ought to be undertaken.
b./ Scalln _ Law
Electrons will be injected in a "lunoid" - a figure of
rotation about the Earth's magnetic dipole axis having an inner
boundary given by the magnetic llne of force intersecting the mag-
netic equatorial plane at a geocentric distance L_ , and an outer
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boundary by the line (L +AL) RE . A cross-section has the shape
of a partial phase of the moon. The volume V of the lunoid is
crudely
V - 2_ AL _ AL cm
where RE _ 6 x 108 cm _ 1 Earth radius . (2.1)
For very circular satellite orbits, AL _ 0.i might be attainable.
(W.N. Hess, private communications).
If the observed omnidirectional flux in a given energy
range is J(E), the fractional number density of these particles
is roughly J/(2E/m) ½ where m is the electron mass. The total number
of electrons N in the lunoid is then
(2,2)
The total energy _ of the electrons in an energy band
of width E is roughly
2
e = 5 x 102 _ AL J(E) Joules . (2.3)
Geophysical processes lead to a finite lifetime TL(E)
for the particles to remain in the lunoid. They may leave the lunoid
by precipitation to the atmosphere, by radial diffusion, and pro-
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bably by other unknownprocesses. The power delivered tospace
in order to maintain the flux J in the lunold is roughly
TL(E ) AL J(E) 100 Key
and the gun current I
10-2 L AL J
1% TL(E ) (_)2 _100EKeV amps . (2.5)
Let us now estimate the injection power and current requ-
ired to create an artificial Van Allen belt of 300 Key electrons bet-
ween L = 3 and L - 4 (AL % i) . The precipitation lifetimes for
these electrons is the order of one week (5 x 105 seconds), (Williams
and Smith 1965). The observed fluxes are the order of a few times
105/cm 2 -sec. Thus, to match the natural injection processes requires
a continuous injection power the order of a kilowatt for one week.
Similarly, the injection current is the order of a milliamp.
The above powers and currents are within range of present
technology. Using figures kindly supplied by W. Hess and P. coleman
(p_vate communications), we find that 2000 ibs of oriented solar cells
will provide i0 kw continuous power, allowing arbitrarily for a i0 %
overall power efficiency between solar photons and 300 Kev electrons.
Similarly, 2000 Ibs of fuel cells will supply one kw for 45 days or
5 kw for 7 days. Moreover, ionospheric injection experiments already
in progress (W. He_s, private communication) will use current collec-
tors with areas comparable to the 103m 2 needed for satellite charge
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neutralization within the plasmapause. (see section 4.2). While
artificial Van Allen injection is not a small experiment, neither
does it strain our weightllfting capabilities.
c./ Geophysical Si_niflcance
Here we outline some presently unsolved questions which
a Van Allen injection facility might illuminate. Clever interpre-
tation of ongoing passive measurements may find some of the answers
before an injection experiment could be performed; however, new
problems always arise. A controlled input source is extremely help-
ful in studying particle diffusion and loss processes. In this re-
gard, three hundred Key electrons are particularly interesting theo-
retically because they lie at the conjunction of three different
diffusion mechanisms mentioned in the literature.
(i) 3rd Invariant Violation and Radial Diffusion
Several authors (Dungey, 1965; Falthammar, 1965, 1966 a
and b; Nakada et al, 1965, and others) have suggested that low frequ-
ency perturbations (either electric or magnetic) which violate the
3rd adiabatic Invarlant, but conserve the first and second, diffuse
particles radially inwards into the magnetosphere. Recently Cornwall
(1967) has observed that a very large radial diffusion coefficient
is required to maintain the observed Davis-Willlamson (1963) protons
against precipitation losses by self-exclted ion cyclotron wave tur-
bulence. He suggested that only Bohm diffusion, probably generated
by low frequency drift waves, is sufficiently strong to explain the
large proton fluxes at low L-shells electrons. Therefore, injecting
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electrons will clarify the radial diffusion question. It might be
interesting to program the injection so that azimuthally (longitudi-
nally) asymmetric, mono-energetic fluxes are created. If radial dif-
fusion is driven by drift period resonances with magnetospheric scale
magnetic oscillations, the injected beamwill spread out radially only
after several drift times around the Earth. If the injected electrons
spread out in less than a drift period, we must look to shorter period
oscillations, (presumably Bohmdiffusion) to drlveradlal diffusion.
(2) 2nd Invarlant Violation
Cornwall (1966) and Roberts (1967) have recently suggested
that i0 cps waves may precipitate electrons with energies > 105 ev.
This would also cause significant radial diffusion.
(3) ist Adiabatic Invarlant Violation and "Parasitic" Pitch
Angle Diffusion
Kennel and Petschek (1967) and Kennel (1967) have observed
that while 300 Key electron fluxes are too small to self-excite whist-
ler turbulence, they too would be diffused in pitch angle and there-
fore precipitated should the more intense lower energy electron fluxes
be unstable to whistlers. This "parasitic" diffusion mechanism is weak
for mev electrons, but important for 300 Kev electrons. A study of the
dependence of the diffusion and loss rates upon particle energy would
help greatly to sort out the various diffusion mechanisms.
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(iii) Test of Limit on Stable Trapped Particle Fluxes
Several recent theories (for instance, Kennel and Petschek,
1966, Cornwall, 1966, and others) suggest that trapped Van Allen
electron fluxes are limited by the onset of whistler mode instability.
Typical critical fluxes for this mechanism are 3 x 107/cm 2 - sec,
roughly independent of the particle energy. Clearly, an injection ex-
periment could test the critical flux limitation mechanism. Straight-
forward injection of very large fluxes require somewhat more power
than that required to match the natural fluxes. For instance, to
create a 3 x 107/cm 2 - sec flux of 300 Key electrons would require
delivery to space of
(L)2P _ 5 x 104 _ AL watts (3.1)
assuming that NO LOSS MECHANISMS INTERVENE, other than that which
creates the 5 x 105 sec natural precipitation lifetime, until the
stably trapped limit is reached, whereupon whistler instability Just
removes all the new electrons injected thereafter.
If the stably trapped limit is reached, VLF emissions ought
to be observable near the equatorial plane, and be identifiable
because they would have a lower frequency than any whistler noise
arising from the lower energy electrons ( _ 40 Key) which observa-
tions indicate are often near their critical flux.
The whistler marginal stability flux was calculated by
Kennel and Petschek (1966) assuming the electrons had smooth energy
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and pitch angle distributions. By injecting a "peaky" distribution,
whistler instability (and indeed other klnds!) could be achieved at
lower powers. These local instabilities would then smooth out the
velocity distribution near the injection satellite, setting the stage
for a test of the flux limitation for the smootheddistribution away
from the satellite.
It is unlikely that we could match the geophysical sources
of 40 Key electrons. Assumingthat 40 Kev electrons are near their
stably trapped limit, so that J(40 Key) _ 3 x 107/cm2 - sec, and
taking the observed precipitation lifetimes to be 10+3-5 seconds
(O_rlen, 1962) we arrive at an injection power
P _ I05-7 (L) 2 AL watts (3.2)
However, we could inject at times when the natural 40 Kev Van Allen
electrons are slightly below their stably trapped limit, and when
therefore, the 40 Kev lifetimes are long. Wewould then push the 40
Kev electrons to the edge of stability, sensitizing the electron
distribution to small geophysical perturbations. The required power
delivery would be a few tens of kilowatts if the lifetime of the
stable 40 Kev distribution were one week. By creating or maintaining
the trapped electron distribution near marginal stability, VLF ac-
tivity should be greatly enhanced.
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(iv) Discussion
Here we take up several points in no particular order of
importance.
a./ Second Passive Satellite
Correlations with observations on other satellites well
separated from the injection satellite would be extremely helpful.
For instance, complications arising from injection could locally
obscure the basic magnetospherlc processes under investigation.
These presumably would smooth out before reaching the second satel-
lite. Furthermore, a second satellite on the same drift L-shell
would give time resolution to better than a drift period. Since
many processes may be faster than a drift period, a second satellite
might be needed. Finally, the violent onboard processes accompanying
injection may be incompatible with the requirements of sensitive
passive measurements, in which case a second observing platform would
be absolutely necessary.
b./ Problem of Satellite Char_inK
The simplest brute force method of neutralizing the charge
on the satellite is simply to draw thermal electrons from the environ-
ment to replace those high energy electrons ejected in the beam.
Within the plasma pause, we may expect an electron density of 102/cm 3
and, perhaps a temperature of i ev, in which case the thermal current
would be i0-I0 amps/cm 2, so that a collecting area of ]07 cm2 % (30
meters) 2 would neutralize a 1 ma injection current. Outside the plasma-
pause, electron densities and temperatures of _i/cm 3 and %103 ev might
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be encountered, leading to a thermal current somewhatless than
i0 -I0 amps/cm2 and a slightly larger collecting area. For high power
and current experiments, larger areas might also be required. We
have not considered whether other more sophisticated satellite neut-
ralization schemesmight be feasible.
c./ Advantages of Deep Space Injection
A large range of pitch angles can be created. Ionospheric
injection creates particles only within a small range of equatorial
plane pitch angles, and thus would not create a Van Allen belt simi-
lar to the naturally generated one. There are indications that in-
stabilities in or near the ionosphere may be responsible for many rapid
fluctuations in electron precipitation rate. Presumably ionospheric
beam injection would be a valuable tool for studying these processes.
However, only deep space injection will enable us to study the geo-
physical processes affecting most of the trapped electrons.
d./ Significance of L=3-4 Inlectlon
The injection power, and therefore payload weight, increase
with increasing L . On the other hand, the interesting diffusion
physics seems to occur at high L-shells. At low L-shells, however, the
plasmapause appears to be the boundary of much geophysical activity.
Presumably the plasmapause will swing back and forth under the arti-
ficial Van Allen belt with magnetic activity. Correlations of the
various diffusion rates with plasmapause location would be extremely
illuminating. However, it may be necessary to inject within the plasma-
pause for reasons of satellite charge neutralization (see 4.2).
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It is important that injection occur at a sufficiently
large L-shell that natural geophysical processes will remove the
artificial Van Allen belt at the conclusion of the experiment. This
criterion rules out injection for L < 2 , where electrons injected
by nuclear explosions had lifetimes the order of years. Similarly,
electronswlth energies above 1 mev also have long lifetimes, and
an artificially created belt might not decay suitably quickly at
high energies.
e./ Inlectlon at High L-shells
In this L-shell range, we would sample auroral and sub-
storm activity. In addition at quite times, injection of electrons
would test which L-shells are closed. Furthermore, by injecting two
pulses of different pitch angles, one nearly along the line of force,
and one nearly across, one could test the splitting of drift shells
due to magnetospherlc distortion and the thereby ensuing pitch angle
dependence of the drift orbits around the Earth.
(v) Sumaz7
It may be possible to create an artificial Van Allen belt.
Considerations ofpower suggest that electrons with energies greater
than i00 Key ought to be injected since these have small fluxes and
moderately long lifetimes. If necessary, one can save power by injec-
ting in a thin lunoid, with AL _ 0.i _ . In order to neutralize
the satellite charge with a thermal electron collector of modest
area, it may be necessary to inject within the plasmapause. Beam
powers and currents of roughly I kilowatt and milllamp respectively
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may be sufficient. One ton or less of power could investigate
various diffusion processes, trace out L-shells, and so on. However,
it might barely test the theoretical limit on stably trapped electron
fluxes, and therefore enhance VLF emissions throughout the radiation
zone. Further development of power supplies and charge neutralization
capability would open up a range of high energy experiments, includ-
ing definitely testing the limit on stably trapped fluxes.
A sine qua non for many active geophysical experiments is
the development of high onboard power and power storage capabilities.
Once the requisite power is on board, a wide range of experiments will
be accessible. Best use of the resources can probably be achieved by
putting many high power experiments on the same platform. For instance,
the same power may be able to inject meaningful fluxes of both elec-
trons and waves. Clearly, such a coordinated wave-particle experi-
ment would be of far greater value than the two individual experi-
ments alone.
It is customary to conclude proposals for scientific
research with an inspirational hortatory passage extolling in extra-
vagant terms the technological fallout destined to follow (as B fol-
lows A) a given fundamental investigation. We feel constrained by
form to do so. Looking deep into the future, suppose it turns out
that a small investment of injected electrons knocks the whole Van
Allen belt over the edge of instability to create a large ionos-
pheric blackout, this would have obvious implications for communi-
cations in general and defense in particular. Conversely, if we really
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learn how the Van Allen belt works, we might _nderstand how to
prevent radio blackouts, with a concurrent improvement in radio
communication. For the present, it seems reasonable to state that
the possible creation of an artificial Van Allen belt is worth
studying with more care than in this very preliminary discussion.
Not only should its feasibility be investigated, but members of
the space physics community ought to be encouraged to extend the
list of meaningful possible experiments.
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APPENDIX
Dr.Hess has recently made more detailed calculations of
some aspects of the problem discussed in this paper and these are
presented below:
4.0 ARTIFICIAL VAN ALLEN BELT
4.1 Introduction
In the previous section we discussed the possibility of
driving the Van Allen belts all the way to instability. Here we con-
sider a more gentle steady state experiment. By going to higher par-
ticle energies, the particle fluxes become lower and their natural
life times much longer (since they are not on the edge of the in-
stability) so that it becomes considerably easier to generate fluxes
of electrons comparable with the observed naturally generated fluxes.
4.2 Geophysical Significance
The dynamics of high energy Van Allen electrons is one of
the less well understood aspects of Van Allen belt physics. At least
three mechanisms have been suggested which could alter the high
energy electron distribution.
4.2.1 3rd Adiabatic Invariant Violation
Quasistatic magnetic field fluctuation can alter the elec-
trons' 3rd invariant causing L-shell diffusion. Since this also ener-
gizes particles, it would be important to watch changes in the L-
shell and energy profile of the injected electrons.
4.2.2 2nd Adiabatic Invarlant Violation
Roberts has suggested that bounce period fluctuations may
be responsible for the finite lifetimes of high energy Van Allen
electrons. This will lead to diffusion primarily in the parallel
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velocity component. Correlations with the i0 cps whistler spectrum
and the injected electron distribution should be an important part
of such an injection experiment.
4.2.3 Second _armonic_ First Invariant Violation
It has been suggested that high energy electrons are pre-
cipitated due to second cyclotron harmonic interactions with whistlers
generated by lower energy (_ 40 key) electrons which are often, if
not always unstable. This will lead to pitch angle diffusion.
4.3 Experiment Requirements
The observing time available to study the injected particles
is limited by their lifetimes. The natural lifetimes of trapped par-
ticles measured at high latitudes by satellite 1963-38c is roughly
one week _ 106see at L = 3 and maybe one day _ 105see at L=6 .
To consider how many particles we must inject in order to
do a reasonable experiment let us consider what volume we must fill
with particles. The volume from the surface of the earth to an L shell is:
_/2
f
V = 4_ Isin
J
O
Lr sin28
e
8d8 r2dr = Ve_ cos8 +--
r
e
i 3 4 i 6cose -cos2e +_ cos e -_cos
sIn 6 e
From this equation we can determine the volume between
neighboring L shells separated by 1,000 km at the equator. These are
given in Table I below.
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L V R(I Mev) R(10 Mev)
3 2.2 x 1027 cm 3 4.1 km 29 km
10274 3.7 x i0.0 70
5 5.7 x 1027 20.0 140
6 8.9 x 1027 33.0 235
Also shown in Table i above are the gyroradii of i Mev and
i0 Mev electrons. It is obvious the region of space we are filling
is much larger than the gyroradius of the particles involved and
will probably be dominated by the motion of the satellite from which
the particle injection is originated.
Let us assume that we want a signal to noise with the filled
lunoid (the figure of revolution which is cross section is two field
lines) of I0 to i. That is, the injected flux should be ten times the
average natural flux for the L shell under consideration at the equ-
ator. Average fluxes may of course,be a bad choice due to the sub-
stantial fluctuations in the outer Van Allen belt but we must choose
some index of flux. Vette has collected data on outer belt onmidirec-
tional electron fluxes n and Table II shows his values for n for
several L values in energies. Figure 1 shows Vette's AE2 outer belt
electron flux map which has been used to generate Table II.
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TABLE 2
Average Natural 0mnldlrectional Fluxes
L__ 250 Key i Mev 5 Mev I0 Mev
3 i.i x 105 1.6 x 104 4 _ 10 -3
4 2 x 106 4 x 105 4.5 x 103 _ 0.3
5 4.5 x 105 5 x 105 i0 _ 10 -4
6 2.2 x 106 I.i x 105 10-2 _ 10-9
Using Table I and II with a signal to noise of i0 to i
we can calculate the required total number of injected particles
N given by
i0n
N = -- V
c
This is shown in the Table III below.
L 250 Key i Mev 5 Mev i0 Mev
3 8 x 1022 1.2 x 1022 *7 x 1018 *7 x 1018
4 2.4 x 1024 4.8 x 1023 5.5 x 1021 "1.2 x 1019
5 9 x 1024 i x 1024 1.9 x 1019 "1.9 x 1019
6 6.6 x 1024 3.3 x 1023 *3.0 x 1019 *3.0 x 1019
* - These values are based on n = i0 . The values from Table 2
are less than this. This value was chosen to keep a reasonable coun-
ting rate for a reasonable detector.
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Table III determines the type of accelerator required to
carry out a particular experiment. It is probably appropriate to
do experiments at several L values and at several energies because
the physical processes important probably will vary wlth both of
these parameters.
Also, one could do either (a) continuous particle acce-
N
leration which would require a source strength of T particles /sec
where T is the average lifetime measured by 1968-38c (b) pulsed
injection where the total number of particles is produced is a time
t << • . The pulsed source experiment is probably easier to inter-
pret because one can study the time evolution of the pulse but it
requires a larger power accelerator.
4.4 Illustrative experiments
Let us now consider a few possible artificial injection
experiments:
(a) Continuous inlection of 350 Key electrons at L = 3.
The total number of particles required from Table III is
N = 8 x 1022 . The total energy required to fill the Eunoid is
W = 3 x 109 Joules. Using a particle lifetime = T = 5 x 105sec •
the power required to maintain the artificial belt against natural
W
--- 6 kilowatts. This power is within thegeophysical losses is P = T
capability of current large spacecraft. The required accelerator
current here is I = 25. milliamps. It may be difficult to limit the
width of the Lunold filled with particle to 1000 Pun in this case
because the Continuos injection of the beam from a circular orbit
satellite will probably spread the particles more than that.
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(b) Pulsed inlection of i0 Mev electrons at L-6.
The Marquardt Corporation (1) has written a report entitled
"A Design Concept for Electron Injection in Space" which studies this
particular problem. They conclude that the injection of N = 3 x 1019
electrons could be accomplished in one and one-half hours using a
travelling wave linac. The payload weight including accelerator and
power source is 850 ibs _ i0 percent. The linear accelerator has been
fairly well designed in this Marquardt report. They have worked on
this problem for several years for the Air Force. They suggest the use
of two-cycle reciprocating engine utilizing hydrogen and oxygen for
the power source. They suggest that the accelerator be C-band because
equipment at this frequency readily available. The RF source for the
accelerator was chosen to be a three megawatt magnetron having three
kilowatt average power level. It might also be possible to produce a
tube comparable to this having average power levels of 12 kilowatts
or more. The amount of work that has been done on this accelerator
shows that such a system is clearly feasible and that it could be
done with a reasonable development program.
(c) Pulsed inlectlon for several different conditions.
The Marquardt Corporation has also done a parametric
design study based on the design on the instrument discussed in case
(b) above and using various scaling laws to arrive at the capability
(1) The Marquardt Corporation, Report MR 20, 381, "A Design
for Electron Injection in Space", November i, 1966.
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of a linac having characteristics different from that given in (b).
Table IV below lists the various alternate designs they have pro-
duced. Design No. i is the one discussed in case (b) above.
.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
i0.
TABLE IV
Alternate Designs for Electron In_ection Experiment
Current Energy Average Operating Number of
Amperes Mev Beam Time Electrons
Power, Kw Hours Inlected
10 -3 i0 i0 1.5 3 x 1019
10-2 i0 i00 0.15 3 x 1019
10-2 i0 i00 1.5 3 x 1020
3 x 10 -3 i0 30 1.5 9 x 1019
10-3 i0 i0 0.5 1019
5 x 10 -4 i0 5 1.0 1019
2 x 10 -3 5 i0 1.5 6 x 1019
2 x 10 -3 5 I0 0.5 2 x 1019
5 x 10 -4 5 2.5 0.5 0.5 x 1019
3 x 10 -3 i0 30 0.5 3 x 1019
Total
System
WelghtIPounds
900
3870
5705
1900
760
690
850
710
460
1479
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. PLASMA EFFECTS OF ELECTRON BEAMS INJECTED INTO SPACE
Derek A. Tidman
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland
(i) Introduction
In this report we discuss some of the phenomena that might
occur when a beam of energetic electrons is injected into space. In-
stabilities are expected to play an important role giving rise to
radial and longitudinal diffusion of the beam electrons. The emission
of unstable waves from the beam into the surrounding plasma will also
constitute an important energy loss by the beam. In view of the com-
plex nature of these phenomena we have only attempted to make specu-
lative and crude estimates of their magnitude for various situations.
A partial llst of papers that deal with aspects of electron beam prob-
(1-8)
lems is given at the end of this report. It is clear that many
theoretical investigations could usefully be undertaken to clarify
the propagation characteristics of energetic particle beams in space.
It is useful to distinguish between three regions of the
beam (see Fig.l.). Region 1 is close to the electron gun where we
assume that a quasl-steady state has been reached after the beam has
been on for a relatively long time. In this region
nJected
lectrons
neutralizing currents.
A, _ •
f
Region i
Region 2
Figure i.
f -6 3-
Region 3
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the beam expands from its injected radius R to a new radius R
under the force of electrostatic repulsion and (more importantly)
the pressure of its rapidly increasing perpendicular temperature (the
particles may also be in_ected as a cone of flux). Geomagnetic flux
may be pushed aside temporarily in the course of this rapid expansion
but will soon diffuse back into the beam through wave-partlcle scat-
taring a little farther along the beam. Currents also flow to the
satellite, principally along B , to balance the beam current.
o
Region 2 is the region in which the beam has become es-
tablished some distance from the gun. It is expected to be a "noisy"
region due to various plasma modes which have been excited to a
non-thermal level by instabilities - or because the system is verging
on instability. This turbulence causes further slower radial dif-
fusion of the beam. It also leads to the emission of waves from
the beam into the surrounding plasma. This emission contributes
to the energy loss of the beam. Such waves couple the beam energy
into the surrounding medium causing an effective "viscous" drag.
The velocity distribution of beam electrons is expected to emerge
from region 1 into 2 as a smeared-out distribution, contrasting
with the injected monoenergetic beam.
Another consequence of turbulence in the beam is that
stochastic acceleration (3) of a few beam electrons to very high
energies may occur. There is some laboratory evidence that this
phenomenon occurs when beams interact with plasmas. If it does
occur, then a precursor of very energetic electrons may be detect-
able ahead of the beam.
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Region 3 is the leading edge of the beam which is
continually progressing into new regions of undisturbed ionospheric
plasma. In this region the effects of velocity dispersion in the
beam are particularly important. Fast electrons tend to outrun the
slow ones at the front edge thus regenerating a "double-humped"
velocity distribution of electrons in this region. The resulting
increased instability in the front may oppose the spatial separation
of the fast electrons from the slow ones (throughwave-partlcle
scattering) and perhaps lead to a sharp front -- analogous to an
electrostatic shock. Beam electrons catching up to the front may
also therefore tend to accumulate near the front of the beam due to
their inability to outrun it. Only a very few hlghlyenerglzed
electrons may outrun the beam if the stochastic acceleration menti-
oned previously occurs. However this picture is speculation and
proper calculations need to be done to explore these phenomena.
These three regions will now be discussed separately.Instabi-
lities of the gross MHD type that might tend to amplify kinks in the
beam, etc., will not be discussed, and we shall principally be con-
cerned with microinstabilities. The MHD instabilities however will
undoubtedly also be present.
(ii) Re_ion i: Initial Expansion of Inlected Beam
Consider a beam of electron density nBO , radius Ro '
and velocity U injected along the magnetic field B° . We assume
that the beam has been on for some time and that due to its high energy
density at injection it has swept out the ionospheric plasma inside the
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nBO
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Figure 2.
cylinder of radius R° . The ambient magnetic field however passes
through the satellite and exists in this region with intensity B
O
(Fig. 2. ).
The beam rapidly expands with increasing x , thus
diluting the electron density to nB , and causing some ordered
radial motion U l and thermal motion V 1 of the beam electrons.
Viewed end " on the beam electrons drift in an azimuthal direction
inside the beam as shown with a drift velocity
cE (1)
v D = _ •
- 56-
E
Figure 3.
The magnetic field inside the beam at expanded radius R is
, (2)
and the electric field at the outer edge of the cylinder is
E '_ e n B R , (3)
and potential differences between axis and edge,
enB R2
A% % 4 " (4)
The above estimates assume that BI and nB are constant across
the radius of the cylindrical beam, and
- 57-
As the beam expands the electron acquire an ordered
radial velocity Ul . The contribution of the electrostatic field
to this expansion enerRy is
R
R
o
dR eE
u2 cR, 
"E _ m in \/_oo " (6)
It is expected that the beam will overshoot its' final equilibrium
radius after expansion and undergo a few damped radial oscillations.
Another feature of the injected current is that a "pinch"
magnetic field Bp will be produced, where
2JT°tal (7)
Bp = cr
outside the beam (r > R) , and
2_RnBU e 2_R2nBO U
Bp- _ = ec cR (8)
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at the surface of the beam.
Now we shall obtain an estimate for the final "quasi-equilib-
rium radius" R for the beam after its' expansion by making use
of a radial pressure balance for this condition. This is
2
8_ + ne mV2 '_ B + Bp + no o , (9)
where no , TO are the density and temperature of the ionospheric
plasma and V! is the perpendicular thermal velocity of the beam,
i.e,_
B2 + 8_n KT
O O O
, 2_2 2 .2 2 / R2
,4_T *_on=''u,,v e
_.£o
+ c 2 R2
Neglecting R_/R 4 we find
[8_mnBOV2 4 2_2 2 .2 2 ]
- -_ _ KonBoU e
2 8_n KT
Bo + o o
(i0)
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The quantity V1 is not known. It will at least be
as large as UIE since after radial expansion the radial oscil-
lations will - if present - probably damp and become thermalized.
However V1 may be much larger than U1 due to scattering of paral-
lel kinetic energy by turbulence generated in the beam in region i.
We shall set
Vj. = _U (ii)
and regard a as unknown but bear in mind that perhaps a %.i .
Consider a beam with the following injection parameters.
A pulse of 1018 electrons is injected in .i see. with
R _ i0 cm.,
o
U _ 6.109 cm.sec. -I (i0 keV electrons),
nBO _ 5.106 cm. -3
The dominant term in (i0) is often the first one and for
such situations
2 2
Choosing B = .I gauss and B 2 = 8_n KT
0 0 0 0
gives
2
R _ 20 a meters (12)
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It is interesting to note that the pinch field Bp is less than
the geomagnetic field, i.e., Bp _ .3/Rcm.
(iii) Comment on Neutrallzin_ _urrents.
A current J = enoAeffU c flows (principally along Bo)
to the satellite to balance the beam current, where Aef f is the
effective area of the satellite and U the conduction stream
c
< V = thermal velocity of ionosphericvelocity. Provided Uc e
electrons, this current will flow with nearly zero resistance. How-
> V , instabilitles arise which could provide a consider-ever if U c e
able resistance with attendant dissipation of this current in the sur-
rounding medium. (It is in any case unllkely that an electric field
could extend from the satellite into the surrounding medium capable
of drawing electrons faster than V . This is because electrons are
e
constrained to follow the magnetic field lines.) Thus to ensure that
the beam current can be balanced by the plasma current we must satlfy
the condition
i,e.,
en o Aef f Ve > enBo _R_U
(13)
n = 10 5
For example if T = 10 4 °K so that V = 3.10 7 and
e e
we have for the beam parameters below Eq. ii,
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Aef f > 3.106 cm2 .
= 2
If no 106 , Aef f > 3.105 cm
(iv) Re_ion 2: Instabilities and Diffusion of the Be-_
Consider an infinitely long beam of radius R and velocity
U along B° with a distribution function as shown in Fig.4. at
t = 0 . The electron distribution is the familiar bump-on-tail
distribution but with the added complication of a finite geometry.
rowth
_ u
B
o
x
f
e
wave damping
J
2i°n°sp heric
lectrons ,J beam electrons/
_ v
X
Figure 4.
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Some of the questions of interest that arise for region
2 of the beam are:
(a) What is the spectrum of turbulence in the beam?
(b) How rapidly does the beam lose energy due to emission
of plasma waves into the surrounding medium?
(c) What is the rate of radial diffusion of the beam due
to wave-particle scattering?
(d) What disturbances - includlng electrostatic waves and
radio emission - could be detected at large distances
from the beam?
(a) Turbulence Spectrum
Various waves in the beam plasma will be unstable and grow
in amplitude. They may grow until their amplitude is limited by non-
linear effects or until they propagate out of the beam into the sur-
rounding region of stable plasma. The problem of calculating the
spectrum of turbulence in the beam is thus made particularly difficult
since it is both a space and a time dependent nonlinear problem. This
spectrum is however of central importance in that other processes are
dependent on it. It may be necessary to measure the various spectral
densities involved. For example waves detected at large distances from
the beam give some information on the beam turbulence.
From considerations of linear theory it is simple to demon-
strate that various waves will be unstable. Suppose for example we
represent the beam and ionosphere electrons by the distribution
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foe = _vI 86(vlI)+ (i - 8) fB(v H) (14)
with 8 3_ 1 , and I fB dvll- i ,
fB has only parallel temperature and streaming m.r.t. B .
o
then follows (see Appendix) that the frequency m = m r + im i ,
cyclotron waves in the beam has an imaginary part given by
i.e., the beam distribution
It
of
_oi =
ik I 2m r + e
- ¥ s)2
(15)
where the top signs apply for right circularly polarized waves and
the bottom signs for left polarized waves, and 2 = 4_nBe2/meB
2 = 4_n e2/m . The infinite medium dispersion relations for waves
e o
propagating parallel to B ° were used to obtain (15). This is use-
ful approximation for cyclotron waves in the beam with wavenumber
satisfying
2_
k ll >> k ! > _-
The dispersion relation relating the real part of the
frequency, _ , to k is
r
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2
c2k 2
--_ - i- e
_r _r(_r ¥ n)
(16)
where _ - lel Bo/mC .
c2k 2
2
r
4m 2
i+-- e
n2
I
R wave (whistler mode)
I
I I L wave
I
FiKure 5.
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If ui is positive the wave is unstable. For a beam
propagating parallel to B° as in Fig. 4. it is clear from (15)
that only left-circularly polarized waves are unstable for a range of
frequencies satisfying
Similarly, electron plasma oscillations are unstable. Using
the distribution (14) their growth rate is given by the familiar
expression
3
(I- 8) _fB I
e I (18)_ __ -- we
_i = + 2 k 2 _vll vii = k--
It is of interest to note that cyclotron wave growth
depends on fB ' but electron plasma wave growth on its' gradient
_fB/SVll . Thus even if the bump-on-tail is completely flattened
by wave-particle scattering as shown (Fig.6.), cyclotron waves will
still _row and emerge from the beam.
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f
e
fB
Figure 6.
V
x
Calculation of the spectral density functions, _, eg.,
for electric field fluctuations, is difficult. However one approach
would be to use infinite medium quasilinear theory _-Ith a sink term
- S/T in the equation dS/dt = 2_iS - S/r . Here T is some ave-
rage time it takes a growing wave packet to propagate out of the
beam. A better approach would be to use the space and time dependent
quasillnear equations directly.
A limited version of this latter approach has been pub-
lished by Carnevale, Crosignani and Engelmann. (8) These authors
consider a one-dimensional problem with only resonant wave-particle
interactions and electrostatic waves included. The appropriate equa-
tions are,
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3f
w + v
_t
8_03f e
_x m II > 13-_ iv _iSk k=_e/V
_Sk _S k
_---_+ Vk " _x - 2_iSk
with _. given by (18). However their results are only applicablel
to short pulses of electrons of duration t such that the turbu-
o
lence has a relatively small effect on the beam electron dlstri-
bution, i.e., satisfying mito < in A _ 20 .
(b) EnerK_ loss of the Beam Due to Wave Emission
We have seen that there will probably be a nonthermal spec-
trum of electron plasma oscillations and cyclotron waves in the beam
together with other modes not discussed excited by azimuthal drift
currents. A crude estimate for the rate of energy loss of the beam
due to escape of such waves can be obtained by setting
, (19)
where W is the energy density in mode _ inside the beam, and
Vze its' group velocity perpendicular to the beam axis.
Defining a mean free path _ as the characteristic length
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in which the beamradiates awayall its energy we find
R nBm U3
_, _ • (20)
4 _ V.a W
Consider for example electron plasma oscillations (either
2 _2for case _ >> or with k vectors nearly along the beame e '
2_ 2 k2V 2 _ 2/( _ 2/axis). Then _ = e + e and VG = V u/k) -- V U for the
most unstable waves. Assuming V_,e _ 0(VG) and that their energy
density is <6E 2 > /8_ we find
where
-- 4B ' (21)
8 = nBmU 2 . (22)
For example if R = 20 meters and (U/V e) = 102 , then
= 50/8 kin. (23)
-3
If 8 = i0 , % = 50,000 km, etc. The noise level in the beam,
represented by 8 , is however unknown. However it would not be
surprising to find the above value of 8 • Cyclotron waves will
also contribute to the wave loss.
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(c) Radial Diffusion of the Beam
nB (r, t)
I
r
Fisure 7.
Radial diffusion of the beam will occur as a result of
wave-partlcle scattering• For an approximate description of this
we make use of the diffusion equation for nB with a diffusion
coefficient D_ ,
8nB
- V
8t ' [D,_(nB) --VnB]
(24)
If the electrons undergo a random walk in which guiding
centers take random steps of length ae with frequency
2
the magnetic field, then D _'
_a e . Setting _ = _e '
ae = mcVz/e B° gives the Bohm diffusion coefficient
across
and
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ckT!
D! = eB " (25)
o
For want of a better value for D! we shall use this one.
For the case of cyclindrical geometry the diffusion equa-
tion becomes
I_--_-- -- D, I
_ 2-7 r_-7-
which has a similarity solution
(r)nB = nB _t (26)
where y = r//t and nB then satisfies
Setting
2 dnB d I dnB)_L_ -- = D.
-2 dy _y Y d_-
dnB
Z = y dy
then gives
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z(y)
-y2/4D±
= Ae
so that finally
r/_
I _y2/4D"
A d-_e
Y
beam is
Now the total number of electrons per unit length of the
N = i 2_nBrdr = 2_rA
O
rdr
O
r/,_
-y2/4D.
a__ e
Y
= 2_A
O
-y2/4D,
dy e -
Y
rdr = - 2_ADt
o
Thus
nB
N
w
2_D.t
dx
e
x
2
--X (27)
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The radius of the beam for large t can thus be defined roughly as
_ _ • (28)R _ 2D_,t = 2a e e
For example if B° = .I gauss then _ _ 106
e
ae = mcVz/eB _ 103 cm if V, z 109 cm. sec. -Io - , so that
R _ 2. 106 /[ cm. (29)
where t is in seconds. A typical transit time from point to con-
Jugate point in the geometric field might be of order 1 sec. Thus
for this case
R _ 20 km.
This figure is not very reliable. Bohm diffusion probably gives an
upper limit to the diffusion rate across
fusion may be somewhat less than this.
B
o
and the radial dif-
(d) Emission of Waves by the Beam.
Consider the disturbances detectable at large distances from
the beam. These depend on the spectrum of waves excited by the beam
and also their propagation properties in the ionospheric plasma. We
now consider a few examples.
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Electrostatic Waves
2 _2In regions where m >> or wave vectors are nearly
e
along B , electron plasma oscillations of the simple electrostatic
o
type can be excited. They have a damping decrement mi _ exp( - k_/k2).
But the waves excited in the beam are principally waves with
me/k "_U . Thus once these waves propagate into the ionospheric
plasma they suffer very little Landau damping since
( u2)mi a exp --- < < i (30)2V2
e
One would expect therefore to sometimes find a far-field of electro-
static waves with only Keometrical attenuation (_ r-2) emanating
from the beam under some circumstances.
Similarly, practically undamped cyclotron waves will be
emitted together with more complicated plasma modes.
Radio Noise
Combination scattering (mode coupling) of waves in the beam
can excite electromagnetic waves at frequencies _ we capable of
escaping from the beam. However such emission will be of smaller
amplitude than the direct emission. However it may be important if
one is attempting to detect waves at large distances from the beam
eg., on the earth's surface.
For the case that _2 << m2 the appropriate mode couplings
e
are those of unstable electron plasma waves with thermal ion waves
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or electron waves to emit electromagnetic radiation.
/
J
2 0
Frequencies and wavenumbers are conserved in such interactions, i.e.,
m = mI + m2 , K = _i +_2 " But for m _ we , K _ (Ve/C) _ , so
_- _2 The two lowest order processes are thus as shown:that _I =
Unstable electron
plasma oscillation
unstable epo
m _ 2m for quadrupole
ff electromagnetic wave
(ep eBeam
Figure 8.
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The amplitude of these emitted radio waves is expected to
be much less than that of the emitted electrostatic waves and other
plasma modes. This is because the unstable electron plasma oscillations
must scatter off thermal waves with _ vectors antiparallel to the
velocity U . Factors like exp( - U2/2V_) --_ 0 are involvedbeam
in the amplitude of such thermal fluctuations. However after the beam
arrives at its mirror points, so that fast electrons are streaming
in opposing directions in the beam, this radio emission might become
more intense since nonthermal plasma waves of phase velocities
_/k _---! U will be generated to make the required head-on-collisions.
(v) Region 3: Comments on the Leading Edge of the Beam.
Consider a beam which has been stabilized against electro-
static instabilities, i.e., the bump-on-tail has been smeared out
as shown in Fig. 9. Suppose at t = 0 it has a length L , i.e.,
fe = fMax + l(x, L) fB(Vx) , (31)
I= 1 if 0 <x <L ,
f = 0 otherwise
v
x
Figure 9.
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If all forces are neglected and only free streaming of
the beam particles is considered it follows that at t > 0 ,
fe = fMax + l(x- Vxt , L) fB(Vx) . (32)
Due to velocity dispersion in the beam the front edge
can now become a violently 2-stream unstable distribution as shown
in Fig.10. Note the
f
e
x-L
t
x
•"- v
w
x
Figure i0.
beam occupies the velocity range 0 < x - Vxt < L at x, t, i.e.,
I ) xt< mx- L <v xt (33)
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This rapid regeneration of instability at the leading edge
of the beamis expected to makethis a particularly turbulent region.
The waves in turn will scatter particles thus opposing the separation
of fast particles from slow ones.
This effect might tend to produce a sharp front on the beam
in which region particles accumulate as they catch up to the front
but fail to outstrip it. However, considerable radi_diffusion might
also take place. (Note, a i0 Key electron beampulsed at .i seconds
has a length L --_6000km.).
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(vi) APPENDIX
Consider the dispersion relations for right (R) or left (L)
circularly polarized cyclotron waves propagating parallel to B
o
2 c2k 2 V 2
pa i vldv l
dvll 2
%f kVll _f kv_, _f )
O_ O_ + o
_v_, _ _v. _ _vll
=0
(_ - kvll + _a)
(AI)
where integrals continued as defined from
th
for u species and k is along B ,
_o
field
Im(_) > 0 , _ = eaB/mc
and signs go with electric
+
;k -- i
0
B
o
polarization as shown.
We choose to consider a hot tenuous beam of electrons (with
only parallel temperature) traversing a cold plasma. To describe this
choose
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(v_,)
f
oe wV& I 8 6(v H) + (i - 8) fB(vll) I
(A2)
with i 6(v-')dv-' = i/2 ,
0
(AI) becomes
and fB the beam distribution. Thus
2 c2k 2 2 i
9 - - 99 dr.
e II
(9 - kv[[ +_ fl)
2
Aj 9 _ c2k 2
2
99 8
e
(9 + ne)
-- O0
= 0 . ¢A3)
The beam electron distribution will be treated as a bump-
on-tail that contributes to the small imaginary part of
to its real part, i.e., we set 9 _ 9r + i9 i and treat
as small. Further,
9 , but not
fB and 9 i
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(w - kv[I + _e)
(wr + _e )
k
m
71 _ + _elk r-- k
mr +--k_e I (A4)
Use this in (A3) and drop terms of 0(_12) . Thus
mr2 + 21WiWr _ c2k 2 _
oo
2
_i_rWeB
mr +--_e]k =0,
2
= (i - 8)w 2 --4_nBeZ/m ,where WeB e i,e._
2
2 e2k 2 WrWe
r (mr _ a e)
_0
and
2mimr -
2 2
wiw e mrWem i
(mr+ ae) (_r + ae)
2
ik I i- , k
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Finally, defining _ = I_ I
e
(since _ is negative) we find
e
(A5)
where the top signs apply for the right polarized wave, and the
bottom signs to the left wave.
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1
The power spectrum of UHF emission from a pulsed, 3-usec
beam-plasma interaction has been found to contain peaks at har-
monics of the fundamental interaction frequency up to n = 7 ,
and to fall off with increasing frequency as f-5.5 _ 0.5 .
When an approximate correction for finite plasma diameter and
probe response is included, the exponent becomes very nearly -5.
This functional form indicates a turbulent wave-number spectrum
going as k-5, since the electron plasma waves most strongly
excited by a beam have phase and group velocities nearly equal
to the beam velocity vb (here k = k z= kll) . The observations
cannot be accounted for using linear theory - say, the hot-plasma
dielectric tensor - but suggest that appreciable nonlinear be
havior and plasma turbulence occur early in the interaction.
T.H. Stix, Phys. Fluids !, 1960 (1964), Phys.Flulds _, 1415
(c) 1965.
A detailed examination is made of a large-amplltude beam-
excited electron plasma wave, and of the acceleration to high
energies of favored electrons by the electric field of this
wave. In laboratory experiments x rays with energies greater
than i00 Key have been observed coming from a plasma in a mag-
netic field, typically 2000 G, penetrated by an electron beam,
typically one ampere at i0 Key. To account for the impressive
energies reached by the electrons producing these x rays, an
acceleratlon process is invoked in which individual steps of
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coherent cyclotron acceleration are summedstochastically.
The increase in the perpendicular energy of the favored electrons
enhances their magnetic mirror confinement and enables the acce-
leration process to occur within a small volume of plasma. The
overstable modeunder consideration is the double-hump-excited
electrostatic wave in a magnetic field, with _ and _ not
quite parallel to B° . The wave frequency is close to the
electron plasma frequency, the phase velocity is close to the
beam velocity. It is electrons, often with low parallel energy,
which feel the wave at their own cyclotron frequency (or a har-
monic thereof) which are favored in the acceleration process. The
rapid growth of the electric fields to the large amplitudes
requisite for the acceleration mechanism is difficult to account
for, however, since electron trapping would be expected to occur
and the linearized Vlasov-equation theory loses validity. An ef-
ficient untrapping process is therefore invoked: The plasma is
thought of as a conglomerate of wave regions which are individu-
ally coherent but mutually incoherent. As an electron passes
from one coherent region to another it is subjected to a new
electric field randomly phased with respect to the first. A short
correlation length improves the ability to account for over-
stability growth to large amplitude, but lengthens somewhat the
calculated time for electron acceleration. Computations show
efficient acceleration when the electron plasma frequency is of
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the same order or larger than the electron cyclotron frequ-
ency.
L.D. Smullin and W.D. Getty, Plasma Physics and Controlled
Nuclear Fusion Research II, 815, IAEA, Vienna, (1966).
I. Alexeff et al, Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion
Research II, 781, IAEA, Vienna, (1966).
J.R. Apel and A.M. Stone, Proceedings of Seventh Int. Conf. on
Ionized Gases, II, Belgrad, 1966.
Experiments have been conducted on the UHF wave inter-
action between a plasma and an electron stream and comparisons
made between the measured and calculated values of frequencies
and wavelengths.
J. Uramoto, Tech. Report IPPJ-22, 1964 of Nagoya Univ., Japan:
Energy Los_ of an Elec_ron B_am in a P_asm_.
Energy loss of an initially uniform i'i Kev electron beam
injected into a plasma is studied with an electrostatic analyser.
Interaction of an Electron Beam with a Collislonless Plasma, Phys.
Fluids i0, 436 (1967).
The growth of electrostatic wave excitation in a collision-
less plasma, interacting with an electron beam of finite length
as well as the simultaneous modification of the beam are studied
for weakly unstable situations. Using quasi-llnear theory, ex-
plicit results as a function of space, of time, and of the
i
plasma and beam parameters are obtained for the surface layer
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where the relaxation of the beameffectively takes place.
The effect on the beamof both unstable modesand resonant
stable modesof thermal excitation is considered.
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5. TRIGGERING AN AURORA
L.M. Linson and R.E. Petschek
AVCO Everett Research Laboratory
Everett, Massachusetts
ABSTRACT
The natural convective flow in the equatorial plane of
the magnetosphere around L = 6 on the midnight side is respon-
sible for auroral phenomena. We suggest that the disturbance cre-
ated by line-tying a sufficient number of magnetic flux tubes in
the lower ionosphere at auroral latitudes may trigger an aurora.
The large electron cloud of order 103 km 3 and density of order
106 electrons cm -3
required is also useful for studies of the
physics of the ionosphere. The necessary energy requirement and
a preliminary evaluation of several methods which might be used
to produce the desired ionization is discussed.
(i) In_rgduct_on
The purpose of this report is to suggest that a signifi-
cant enhancement of the ambient electron density in the lower iono-
sphere at auroral latitudes may trigger an aurora. Even if this ul-
timate objective is not accomplished, the large electron cloud will
* Supported in part by NASw-1400
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have scientific value by allowing studies of winds, diffusion,
drifts, recombination, and effects on communicationswhich would
complementsimilar studies which have been conducted with the aid
of smaller electron clouds. Weshall estimate the necessary energy
requirement and give a preliminary evaluation of several methods
which might be used to produce the desired ionization.
The principal observations during an aurora consist of
a significant degree of molecular and atomic excitation resulting
in emission in the visible spectrum and deflections in magnetic
field intensities measuredat ground stations. The latter are be-
lieved to be due to currents in the vicinity of 120 km altitude
which are the result of an increase in conductivity due to an en-
hancementof the ambient electron density. Both the molecular ex-
citation and ionization are causedby high energy electrons (around
i0 Kev) which precipitate along magnetic field lines from the equa-
torial region of the magnetospherein the vicinity of L-shell equal
to six. While it is not practical to consider supplying the energy
which is dissipated during a natural aurora (of order i0 I0 watts
for times up to 104 sec) barring the use of nuclear sources, it may
be possible to trigger such an event by a more modest expenditure
of energy.
The suggestion is made that one might trigger an aurora
by increasing the electron density and hence the conductivity in
the auroral'zone where the currents are observed to flow. The In-
creased conductivity would couple the magnetic field llne motion
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more closely to the neutral atmosphere. The resulting disturbance
in the magnetospheric convection may produce precipitation, as will
be discussed below. Although the exact requirements are uncertain,
a rough estimate indicates that an electron density of about 5 x 105
electrons cm -3 in a volume of about i00 km 2 by 20 km in height or
2 x 1012 3
m should be sufficient to produce an observable effect.
The above density is far above the ambient nighttime value and would
have to be created in a time which several factors (to be discussed
below) suggest to be of the order of a minute. Using an average ion-
ization potential for air (102 = 12.2 ev; IN2 = 15.5 ev) of 15 volts,
we easily arrive at a minimum energy requirement of 2.4 x 106 Joules
or a power requirement of 40 kwatt for 60 sec.
The release of electron clouds from rockets in the earth's
atmosphere between 70 kmand several thousand kilometers altitude
has been carried out by a number of researchers in the past decade.
While these electron clouds have been useful for ionospheric physics
studies, they have exhibited no interaction with the magnetosphere
because the releases have been smaller than the ones envisioned in
this report and, more importantly, for the most part they have been
neither at the right place nor at the right time. Most of the pre-
vious releases have been conducted at mldlatitudes and predominantly
near dawn or dusk and have succeeded in producing only on the order
of 10 21 electrons. We require on the order of 10 24 electrons at auroral
latitudes ne'ar midnight at an altitude of around i00 km. The few re-
leases which had been carried out in the auroral zone for the purpose
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of mapping ionospheric electric fields have all been above 150
km in altitude which is too high to couple magnetic field lines
with the neutral atmosphere.
Most previous chemical releases have relied upon photo-
ionization by sunlight to produce large numbersof electrons. Since
120 km altitude at auroral latitudes near midnight is not in sun-
light we have considered a numberof different methods of achieving
the desired degree of ionization. The most promising seemsto be
an extension of the present technique involving the release of chemi-
cally reacting products. Another possibility is the use of energetic
(of order i00 Kev) electron or ion beamsto ionize the ambient air.
Breakdownof the lower ionosphere using electromagnetic radiation or
the use of x rays to ionize the air do not seemsas practical. Fur-
ther study is required to determine the most optimum method.
In Section 2 we shall discuss the relevant properties of
the ionosphere during an aurora and give the criteria used which
determines the required electron density, volume to be ionized, and
time scale of the experiment. In Section 3 we give a preliminary
evaluation of the several suggestions to produce the necessary ion-
ization mentioned above and indicate the major uncertainty associ-
ated with each. Section 4 consists of a brief summary. In the Appendix
we describe the calculation which is necessary to determine the
efficiency of the ionization of air by using an energetic ion beam.
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(ii) Requirements for Tri_erin_ an Aurora
Aurorae typically occur in the auroral zone usually
within a few degrees of 66 ° magnetic latitude and generally bet-
ween the late evening and early morning hours local time. Although
there is a wide variety of displays, generally they appear to be
around 5 to i0 km in thickness in the N-S direction but often ex-
tend for several thousand kilometers in the E-W direction. Their
lower edge of visible light and presumably ionization generally
is at an altitude of around i00 + i0 km. The fact that intense
auroral breakups consistently occur in the same location and repre-
sent the rapid deposition of large amounts of energy indicates that
they are produced by the onset of an explosive instability. It has
been suggested [Axford, et al, 1965] that the energy source of an
aurora may lie in the sunward flow of high energy plasma in the
equatorial plane of the magnetosphere around L = 6 . It is likely
that some type of disturbance of this flow in the equatorial plane
is responsible for provoking the instability which results in an
aurora. It may be possible to create such a disturbance by slowing
down with respect to the flow a sufficient number of magnetic flux
tubes; the method we suggest is to tie their feet in the ionosphere
by increasing the ambient conductivity significantly. This has the
effect of coupling the magnetic field lines more strongly with the
neutral atmospheric particles and thus increasing their drag. An
alternative view suggests that the increased conductivity will
greatly alter the ambient or equilibrium voltage gradients which
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may result in the lowering of energetic particle mirror points and
hence initiate increased precipitation which could then sustain the
increased ionization. While it is not at all certain that increased
ionization in the ionosphere will provoke an aurora, the possibility
of doing so with reasonable rocket payloads or power requirements
makes it too intriguing to be overlooked. Should such an attempt be
successful, the opportunity then exists for increasing our under-
standing of auroral phenomenaas well as shedding light on the dynamic
aspects of the flow in the magnetosphere.
While the possibility of triggering an aurora provides an
exciting goal, useful scientific information would also be available
from such an experiment if this spectacular result is not achieved.
At a minimum, the change in ionospheric ion density will locally
modify the ionospheric current patterns. Measurementof these currents
would provide someinformation about the interaction of the magneto-
spheric flow patterns with the ionosphere. Onewould also expect at
least measurable changes in precipitation due to the disturbance of
the field line motion. Monitoring of these changeswould again provide
information which may suggest interactions between the magnetospheric
flow and natural ionospheric irregularities. Furthermore, ionization
over such a large scale as i0 kmwould complementexperiments which
have been performed by chemically releasing smaller electron clouds
at the samealtitude range at various times of the day. As examples,
investigations of electron diffusion rates, drifts and distortion of
the electron cloud, recombination phenomena,and various decay modes
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of the electron density could be carried out as well as studies
madeof the effect of the ionospheric winds and the effect of the
electron cloud on communications.
Wenow obtain an estimate of the size of the region to
be ionized. The minimumscale size on which the equatorial flow as
such can be disturbed is probably a gyro-diameter of a proton of
typical energy (i Key) in the earth's magnetic field at L = 6
(_160y) . This distance is 57 km; the equivalent length in the
ionosphere is reduced by the square root of the ratio of the mag-
netic field intensities which results in a value of 3.2 km. Hence,
tying an area of i0 x i0 sq. km. will represent intercepting the
flow over a length corresponding to 3 proton gyro-diameters in the
equatorial plane. A substantiation of the estimate is the observed
fact that aurorae are typically several kilometers in thickness,
possibly indicating a tendency towards a minimumscale size. If one
were to ionize a larger area, extending the long dimension in the
N-S direction would intercept more of the equatorial flow and would
probably increase the possibility of triggering an aurora.
The total amount of ionization which might be required to
trigger an aurora is uncertain. The most reliable dimension of the
ionization cloud is probably the 5 to I0 kilometer size in the N-S
direction as described above. It would also seemthat the scale size
in the E-Wdirection should be larger than an equatorial proton gyro-
radius and hence comparable to that of the N-S direction if the
gyrating particles in the equatorial plane are to be prohibited from
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passing through the frozen flux tubes. The remaining uncertainties
are the determination of the most appropriate altitude at which to
create the ionization, the required vertical thickness of the ion-
ization, and the required degree of ionization. Wefirst discuss the
appropriate criteria theoretically and then compareour deductions
with observations.
The Pedersen and Rail conductivities, Op and oH , which
are the conductivities perpendicular to the magnetic field and paral-
lel and perpendicular respectively to the electric field, are given by
(mr)i (roT)e 2"1Op = 2 +
i + (_)i i + (roT)e
0 I
i (roT)i2 2 1
(roT)e
OH = 2 - 2 o
+ (m_)i I + (_T)e
(2.1)
with
_ n _
n e 10-4 e, = e--£-= 2.7 x
B o
)imho ;n-I
.6 gauss j
Above 80 km (roT)e >> i while (mz)i(mT)e > i above 95 kin. Hence,
above 95 km the Hall current is due predominantly to the electrons
while according to Eq. (2.1) the Pederson current in the N-S direction
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is predominantly due to ions. As it is difficult to create persistent
ionization below about 95 kmwe shall take it to be a lower bound for
our ionization cloud. An upper limit to the altitude above which we
cannot tie the magnetic field lines to the neutrals is where (_T) i
is of order unity or around 120 km for NO+, as the ions rarely collide
with neutrals at higher altitudes. If the criterion to be applied in
order to achieve maximumeffectiveness for line-tying magnetic field
lines is that the Pedersen conductivity should be maximized, then Eq.
(2.1) suggests that the ionization should be created at around 120 km
altitude. The precise optimumaltitude is uncertain but the above
discussion indicates that close to but below 120 km is most approp-
riate. It is possible that the electron contribution to the Pedersen
conductivity at these altitudes is considerably in excess of the
value indicated by Eq. (2.1) due to anomalousor turbulent diffusion
of electrons across magnetic field lines. Such increased electron
diffusion is almost universally observed in laboratory plasmas when
>> 1 In this case the Pedersen conductivity would becomeC_) e
less dependent on altitude and 120 km would remain only as an upper
limit.
The requirement of a significant change in the Pedersen
conductivity provides a criterion for determining the necessery
height-integrated density in the ionization cloud. According to a
model by Bostr_m [1964] the helght-integrated Pedersen conductivity
is on the order of half a mho for the undisturbed ionosphere. Accor-
i
ding to Eq. (2.1) a height-lntegrated density of 4 x 1011 electrons
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cm will increase the Pedersenconductivity by an order of magni-
tude above the ambient value. The thickness of this cloud of ion-
ization is determined primarily by the requirement that the electron
density be low enough so that the ionization will persist for times
of the order of minutes. Experiments involving chemical releases
indicate that electron densities on the order of 106 cm-3 persist
for the required time [Marmoet al, 1961]. This fact indicates that
the thickness of the ionization cloud should be several kilometers.
The theoretical discussion above agrees favorably with
observations. In Fig. 1 is showntypical electron density profiles
measuredby rockets during discrete and diffuse aurorae [Baker and
Ulwick, 1967]. Also shown for comparison are typical daytime and
nighttime profiles. The distinguishing characteristic of the discrete
aurora is the enhancement by several factors of the electron density
for about 20 km centered around 115 km. A value of 5 x 105 cm -3
seems typical and is occasionally exceeded by a factor of two or
three. We thus reach the conclusion that ionization with a height-
integrated density of order 1012 electrons cm -2 with an electron
density of about 106 cm -3 at a height of around 115 km is created
during a natural aurora. It may be more than a coincidence that the
penetration depth of the precipitated i0 Kev electrons corresponds
to an altitude where the deposited ionization will have a maximum
effect on the Pedersen currents and that the scale height is large
enough so that the ionization is spread out which leads to a change
of the Pedersen conductivity by more than an order of magnitude.
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Fig. i Typical electron density profiles measured during discrete
and diffuse aurorae (Baker and Ulwick, 1967). The dashed
curves represent typical daytime and nighttime profiles.
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Combininga height-integrated density of 1012 electrons cm-2
with a i00 square kilometer area leads to the previously mentioned
requirement of 1024 electrons or about 2.4 Megajoules assuming a
i00 %efficiency for ionizing air.
The time limitations of the experiment require two con-
siderations: a/ the minimumlength of time for which the regions of
high electron density should be maintained; and b/ the rate at which
the electrons are to be created. An estimate for the former time is
given by the time it takes the stopping of the magnetic flux tubes
to be communicatedto the equatorial plane. The appropriate speed
is the Alfv_n speed which yields a time of about a minute for a
lower limit. There is no reason to believe that the creation time
of the cloud must be less than this limit.
Above i00 km, the principal loss of electrons is due to
diffusion; the role of recombination is uncertain. A recombination
coefficient in the range of 10-7 to i0 -I0 cm3 -isec yields times
for the electron density to decrease by a factor of two in the
range of 5 to 5 x 103 sec. However, experiments conducted by deto-
nating small canisters containing alkali compoundshave shown [Marmo,
et al, 1961] that small electron clouds (scale size _ i km) with
densities in excess of 106 cm-3 have persisted near 115 km altitude
for more than 103 sec. The conclusion was that the principle cause
of decrease inelectron density was diffusion with a diffusion co-
efficient of the order 107 cm2 sec-I indicated for electrons at an
altitude of i15 km (varying inversely with the neutral density).
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A time in excess of 103 sec results for the density of a i00 sq. km.
cloud to decrease by a factor of two.
There are two factors which set upper limits to the time
during which the required ionization can be produced. Aurorae are
observed to drift northerly at a rate of about i00 m sec-I which
indicates a time limit of about a minute for a i0 km region. In ad-
dition, the time to rise and fall 5 km freely under gravity is also
a minute. Hence, the maximumtime for deployment of the necessary
ionization is of order 60 sec yielding a power requirement of only
40 kwatt for i00 %efficiency of conversion of energy into ionization.
In a chemical release there is no power requirement and the electron
creation rate criterion is essentially inappropriate.
(iii) Creation of El_ctron Cloud_ in the Lower lonosphere
We briefly discuss several possible methods which might be
used to produce large electron clouds in the lower ionosphere.
a./ Production 9f Electron _loud_ by Chemical Means
There are two aspects to the problem of creation of large
electron clouds by chemical means. First is the problem of creating
sufficient numbers of electrons per gram of chemicals while the second
problem is that of distributing the ionized material over the desired
2 x 103 km 3 volume.
Small electron clouds about a kilometer in diameter
around 120 km in altitude and having densities of order 106 cm -3
have been produced by exploding small canisters containing an alkali
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metal. In a series of experiments summarized by Marmo, et al [1961],
50 moles of an alkali compound typically produced 1021 electrons
for an overall yield of 3 x 10-5 electrons per atom. The primary
reason for such low yields is that the canister used burst at around
300-500 atmospheres after only 3-5 % of the chemical had reacted. The
thermal coefficient of ionization (the number of electrons per re-
acted atom) was given as 10 -3 after the rapid expansion at the thermal
speed to the ambient pressure produced a cloud about 200 m in radius.
If the chemical had undergone complete reaction (implying 5000 atm
pressure), the temperature would have been higher yielding more
electrons per atom in addition to increasing the number of atoms
reacted. Assuming a nearly i00 % reaction and the same thermal yield
results in a figure of 10-3 electrons per atom as a reasonable over-
all efficiency coefficient including recombination during the ex-
pansion. Since we require for our purposes about 2 moles of electrons,
the weights of chemicals necessary is of order 300 kg, which is within
the limits of feasibility for a modest sized program. Rosenberg and
Golomb [1963] have reported a chemical yield of near i00 % by adding
a high explosive to cesium nitrate and aluminum. Best estimates indi-
1022cate that around 2.5 x electrons were produced by detonating 18
kg mixtures at high altitude indicating that for our purposes we
would require around a 700 kg payload.
More recent investigations [Friedman, et al, 1963; Friedman
and Macek, 1965] have reported much higher electron yields per gram
of reactant achieved by burning strands of compressed material rather
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than by exploding canisters. Theoretical thermodynamicestimates
predict yields for both systems on the order of 1020 electrons
-i
gm . Experimental results obtained in the laboratory by Friedman,
et al [1963] indicate that actual yields from the cesium nitrate
and aluminummixture were below the theoretical estimates by about
a factor of four. Friedman and Macek [1965] reported experimental
results almost an order of magnitude below theoretical estimates
for the tetracyanoethylene, hexanitroethane and cesium azide mix-
ture primarily because the actual temperature was below the assumed
adiabatic value and the presence of unburned CNreadily attached
electrons. In summary, indications are that around 50 kg of mate-
rial is sufficient to produce the necessary 1024 electrons for our
purposes, an order of magnitude below the amount required by deto-
nation.
Wenow turn our attention to the problem of spreading
the desired ionization over the large volume required. In the
earlier burst releases at high altitudes, the neutral clouds which
were produced were observed to expandby diffusion to a size of i
or 2 km in a minute. The electrons diffused more slowly and main-
tained a density of order 106 cm-3 which was observed to persist
for 103 seconds. An ambipolar diffusion coefficient for the charged
2 -iparticles at 115 km is indicated to be about 5 x 106 cm sec .
our goals by just scaling up the number
of a factor 103 If the electron dif-
is fast to s_read itself over the desired volume in
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a time of order one minute, the magnetic field lines will not
be tied by the resulting ionization. If, on the other hand, the
electrons expand rapidly without diffusing, they are essentially
moving field lines aside. It is possible that turbulent diffusion
could be relied upon to distribute the charge-component of the
cloud rapidly and still allow the ionization to effectively tie
down the magnetic field lines after its dispersal. The mixing of
the ionized material must be accomplished by using a large number
of small electron sources. Each of the smaller electron clouds
thus produced could rapidly diffuse to produce a large volume of
ionized air through which the magnetic field cannot move freely.
Approximately twenty-five such clouds with a 1 km radius would be
a minimum requirement for covering a 100 sq. km area with sufficient
ionization. The scattering and ignition of a large number of chemi-
cal sources of electrons via a rocket payload should not be a dif-
ficult problem.
b./ Ionlzation of Air UsinR a HiRh EnerRv Electron or
Ion Beam
High energy electron beams provide the most efficient
method of producing ionization. Each high energy electron expends
only 32 ev in ionizing an air molecule and hence, a 100 Key elec-
tron beam will produce approximately 3 x 103 ion-electron pairs
resulting in an overall efficiency of 45 % or a requirement of
less than an ampere of current for a minute. From the standpoint
of a low power requirement and the fact that the technology of
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electron guns is very advanced, the use of electron guns seems
very promising. There is a possible charging problem in that a
rocket which emits an electron current must reach some positive
potential in order to attract to it an equal current from the sur-
rounding medium. A preliminary investigation [Linson, 1967] in-
dicates that a few kilovolts is sufficient and hence the beam
energy is not significantly degraded. If more than one rocket is
used, charging considerations are even less of a problem. A more
serious and fundamental objection arises in that the earth's mag-
netic field limits the excursion of the beam perpendicular to the
field. The gyro-radius of a i00 Key electron in a 1/2 gauss magnetic
field is only 20 meters. While the rocket trajectory can be used to
cross field lines in one dimension, it seems possible to produce
only a thin vertical sheet of ionization but not a cubic volume of
order 103 km 3. The only way of overcoming this limitation would be
to use a number of rockets spaced close to each other so that these
sheets of ionization could diffuse rapidly into each other. Based
on the previously mentioned diffusion rates, four or five such
sheets could be sufficient.
The advantage of an ion beam over an electron beam for
creating a large volume of enhanced electron density is that its
gyro-radius in the earth's magnetic field is larger, but it suffers
from the relative disadvantage of a shorter range and a smaller
fraction of its energy going into ionization. We shall show that,
unlike electrons of comparable energy, the principal energy loss
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of a heavy ion at and below the several hundred kilovolt range
is due to elastic collisions with neutrals which determines its
range and results in the major part of its energy being used to
heat the air. The charging problem is much less severe than in
the case of an electron beamas a flux of low energy electrons
can easily neutralize an ion beam.
The gyro-radius of an ion with M proton massesat
an energy of E ev is
ro
For an ion of order i00 Key, a minimum mass of M ___7 is indicated
for a gyro-radius of about 2.5 km. A spinning rocket could ionize
air in a circle with a diameter about 4 rG by shooting tangentially
instead of radially. A larger area could, of course, be ionized by
using additional rockets simultaneosuly. The upper limit to the
energy range which we consider for an ion beam is set by the limi-
tations of ion gun technology. Breakdown considerations suggest
that energies substantially greater than 200 Key are impractical.
Ions with energy E less than Ec = 28 x M Kev have
velocities less than that of the least bound (15 ev) electron in the
N 2 molecule. At such velocities ions are not efficient ionizers and
their principal energy loss is due to elastic collisions with neutrals.
Experimental information on elastic scattering and ionization cross
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sections of heavy ions at energies below E is presently meager
C
but an area of increasingly active research. It is generally true
that the elastic cross-section is a decreasing function of energy
and is lower by more than one order of magnitude than that of typical
ionization cross-sections which are increasing functions of energy
below Ec . However, the energy loss in an elastic collision between
heavy particles far exceeds the mean energy transferred in an ionizing
dE and
collision. Indeed, we find that the energy loss rate, ds '
hence the range, R(E) , of a heavy ion is determined predominantly
by its elastic collisions. TEe total number, N(E) , of ion-electron
pairs produced by a single ion is easily determined from a knowledge
of the mean free path, E(E) , between ionizing collisions by the
formula
E
I 1 dsN(E) = £(E') dE' dE' . (3.1)
O
In order to obtain quantitative expressions for these
variables, we have turned to a theory for elastic cross-sections
due to O.B. Firsov [1958] and another theory for inelastic or
ionizing cross sections [Firsov, 1959] by the same author. In the
Appendix we discuss these theories, indicate their limitations and
evaluate the mean energy loss in an ionizing collision and the
mean free path £(E) which allows us to evaluate the integral given
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by Eq. (3.1). Estimates of the range are also carried out in the
Appendix and are shownin Fig. A. i for an ion traveling through
air at a density of 1.4 x 1012 -3cm , typical for 115 km. The
results of the calculations give the numberof electrons produced
as a function of energy and atomic numberof the energetic ion.
Somerepresentative examplesare shown in Fig. 2 from which we find
that the numberof ion-electron pairs produced per incident ion
of atomic number Z and energy E ev in the i00 Kev range is
given very closely by
1.37
=4oo (3.2)
Table I shows the results of the calculations for Cs+ and Na +.
The general statement which one can make is that there is a distinct
advantage in using small Z both from the standpoint of increased
range and efficiency for producing ionization.
In the calculations in the Appendix we have neglected the
effect of secondaries, double ionization, and stripping, each of
which will increase the number of electrons produced. In particular,
secondaries (both ions and electrons) can significantly increase
the number of ion-electron pairs produced by as much as a factor of
two or more in some cases. The energy loss due to ionization has
also been neglected as being small; this approximation is worse for
the more efficient low Z ions. It should also be stressed that
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Firsov's theory does not include any effects peculiar to the
particular interacting pairs which depends on atomic structure.
For instance, it is knownexperimentally that alkali ions ionize
noble gases nearest them in atomic numbermore easily than the
theory predicts [Flaks, et al, 1966]. In addition, there are
peculiarities which the theory cannot anticipate, such as the fact
that Na+ is a less efficient ionizer than would be expected [Flaks,
et al, 1966]. However, Firsov's [1959] theory does showgeneral agree-
ment with experimental results; a comparison of its predictions with
experimental values is shownin Fig.A.2. There is no reason to choose
alkali ions over any others; the choice of ion should depend on prac-
tical considerations such as ease of operation in a high voltage gun.
It is obvious that higher energy at the same power is desirable both
from the point of view of increased range and efficiency.
The use of an ion beam would require rockets. The payload
is primarily determined by the weight of the energy storage devices.
If an efficiency of i0 % can be achieved, the figures given in the
introduction indicate a minimum energy requirement of 2.4 x 107
joules. Present day technology indicates that a storage capacity
approaching 105 joules/ib for special energy cells which can dis-
charge their energy at a kwatt/ib is attainable. The minimum pay-
load is thus indicated to be around 250 ibs without considering the
practical aspects of energy storage and release and the equipment
necessary for the creation of a high energy ion beam. Such a small
payload makes this suggestion an interesting possibility.
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Fig. 2 Number of electrons produced by each ion as a function of
energy for several representative ions.
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c./ Ionization of Air Using Electromagnetic Radiation
We are uncertain about the prospects of breaking down
air at a pressure p of 4 x 10 -5 mm Hg (the pressure at 115 km)
and will confine ourselves to a few remarks which seem pertinent.
-3
The plasma frequency in an electron cloud of n electrons cm is
f = 9 x 103/--nn cps. Radiation at frequencies f between
P
f = 1.3 x 106 cps which is the electron gyro-frequency in a mag-
e
netic field of 0.46 gauss and 9 x 106 cps which is the plasma frequ-
ency is reflected from an electron cloud of 106 cm -3 and cannot be
used to break down air. Hence, we consider the two cases of radiation
above and below these limits separately. Another important parameter
is the elastic collision frequency of electrons with neutrals which
is given approximately by _ _ 3 x 108 p.
It appears that frequencies above 9 Mc are impractical.
If a transmitter is carried by a rocket, breakdown would be most
likely to occur near the transmitter where field strengths are the
highest. Thus, a local, high density, electron cloud would be pro-
duced which would no longer absorb additional radiation when its
plasma frequency exceeded the operating frequency. Transmission
from the ground is also impractical as the most efficient energy
transfer to the electrons occurs when the operating frequency is
equal to _/2_. But this condition would be met at or below an
altitude of 60 km for f > 9 x 106 cps. Again, the air would break
down (if sufficient power were transmitted) at lower altitude than
desired and the resulting electron cloud would increase in density
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until it would reflect the incident radiation.
In a magnetic field, a right-hand polarized wave commonly
called a whistler due to its dispersion characteristics, can propagate
below the plasma frequency if it is also below the electron gyro-
frequency which is 1.3 x 106 cps for the ionosphere. The appropriate
dispersion relation for whistlers, valid for frequencies above the
ion gyro-frequency (about 400 cps), propagating at an angle 8 with
2
respect to the magnetic field, and obeying the condition f e
<< 21f 2 _ f2 I is [Stix, 1962]P
sin28
f 2 f 2
p(kc) 2=(2_f) 2 + _(2_f) 2 +
f (feCOS 8-f- i_)J f (feCOS 8- f)
+i
2
fp _ !
2_f(f
e
(3.3)
where the last expression is appropriate for _ << 2_(feCOS8 - f) .
In Eq. (3.3) c is the speed of light and k is the complex wave
number. At 106 cps the free space wave length is 300 m and waves
traveling within 40 ° of the magnetic field can propagate. The above
dispersion relation tells us that the absorption of wave energy is
increased as the operating frequency approaches the gyro-frequency
from below. The absorption is also proportional to the ambient
electron density and inversely proportional to the atmospheric
neutral density. This fact indicates that if transmission is from
the ground, maximum absorption takes place at the lower edge of the
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ionosphere (around i00 km) where f _ 106 cps and _ _ 105
P
Eq. (3.3) we obtain a typical absorption distance as
From
-i 2c(f cos - f)3/2
e
(Im k) _ _ i km
for waves traveling parallel to the magnetic field at a frequency
of 106 cps. As the electron density increases above 104 cm -3 this
distance decreases which makes it difficult to penetrate the iono-
sphere significantly at modest power levels. A lower transmitting
frequency increases the penetration but is difficult to focus due
to its large free space wavelength.
The above considerations indicate that it would be dif-
ficult to create ionization at the desired altitude by electromag-
netic radiation. We have not considered the problem of the coupling
of the radiation into the ionosphere which is important as the power
which is actually absorbed is reduced if the radiation is predominantly
reflected from the bottom of the ionosphere. The possibility of ir-
radiating the ionosphere from above where the collision frequency is
less has not been investigated. Furthermore, we have not considered
the important problem of breakdown of the air or the efficiency with
which the absorbed radiation is converted into ionization. The possible
use of electromagnetic radiation to accomplish our goal requires fur-
ther study.
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(iv) Summary
From what we have presented here, it seems as though it
may be possible to produce sufficient numbers of free electrons on
a large enough scale in the lower ionosphere to have geophysical
effects. The efficient use of payloads of the order of hundreds of
kilograms may achieve the ultimate goal of triggering an aurora.
The most likely method for production of these electrons at 115 km
appears to he by chemical deployment or with the use of high energy
electron or ion beams. The principal advantage of chemical releases
is their simplicity. Alkali clouds also have the added advantage of
having a significantly smaller recombination coefficient which re-
sults in a longer lifetime for the electrons. The use of electron
beams probably would require more than one rocket in order to spread
the ionization out over the required area. The efficiency of ion
beams is increased by the use of ions of lower atomic number and
higher energy. Increasing the energy of the beam not only increases
its overall efficiency but also increases its range which allows
more flexibility for operation at slightly lower altitudes. The pos-
sibility of using electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency
range needs to be investigated further.
It is possible that increased coupling of the magnetic
field lines to the ionosphere could be obtained by producing ioniza-
tion at lower altitudes. In support of this it has been reported
that the lower edge of discrete aurora usually lles in the range of
i00 _ 10 kilometers. The practical limitation for the maintenance of
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ionization is set by the decreasing lifetime of the electrons as
one moves to lower altitudes. One would have to rely on initiating
increased precipitation in order to maintain the ionization. Since
the e-folding distance for the exponential atmosphere is 7 km, the
use of high energy heavy ions for producing ionization much below
the altitudes we have been discussing becomes impractical due to
their shorter range. The use of chemical releases then appears to
be the most promising method of producing large numbers of electrons
at lower altitudes, but their successful deployment becomes more
difficult due to slower diffusion.
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(v) APPENDIX
We apply the theories of O.B. Firsov in order to obtain
estimates for the elastic [Firsov, 1958] and ionization [Firsov,
1959] cross sections so that the integral given in Eq. (3.1) can be
evaluated to give the total number of electrons produced by an ener-
getic ion. In the following we consider collisions of an arbitrary
ion Z _ 7 with a nitrogen atom (Z = 7 , M = 14) . For elastic
*
scattering, Firsov [1958] gives the expression
gel(E) -- 6.7 x 10 -16
Z(_ + 14) i Zn I + E cm
(Z + 7)1/3 E
7/3
E > Emi n = 0.34 • Z • (Z + 7)I/3(M + 14) ev _ i0(5_4) key
(A.I)
E
o
1/3 7 7/3
-- 21 x Z(Z + 7) (M+ 14)ev '_ i00 (_') kev
| | |
* Firsov introduces the function _(Z I, Z 2) % (ZI 2/3 + Z22/3) ½
We find that t_ differs by less than 2 % from 1.l(Z 1 + Z2)1/3
for 1 < Z < 56 and we use the simpler expression in the following
equations.
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The factor in brackets is unity for E < E while for greatero
energies it gives the more rapid decrease than E-I in the elastic
cross section due to the coulombic character of the nuclear scattering.
For E < Emi n the cross section rapidly approaches its gas kinetic
value. The mean energy loss for elastic scattering is 2_M(_ + M)-2E
where MT is the mass of the stationary target partlcle. If the elastic scat-
tering is assumed to be due to a hard sphere of cross sectional area
given by Eq. 0%.i), we easily obtain an energy loss rate roughly in-
dependent of energy of
_ ,q
.x0nz
ds - (Z + 7)1/3 M + 14LS\5o_£n + v cm (A.2)
1012where n is the density of neutral molecules (= 1.4 x at 115 km).
Molecular scattering has been taken into account by doubling the atomic
cross section given by Eq. (A.I). Neglecting the slowly varying factor
in brackets, we obtain a pessimistic estimate for the range of a heavy
ion at 115 km of
R = 0.19 (Z + 7)1/3 _ + 14 E meters 0%.3)
Z M
which is shown plotted as a function of Z in Fig. A.I. Note the
substantial increase in range for Z < 20 . The plot is shown for
Z _ 7 as Firsov's statistical theory is valid only for many electron
atoms.
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For ionizing collisions, Firsov [1959] calculates the energy
transferred to the electrons in a single ionizing collisions between
heavy atoms or ions to be
= [i + 0.304(Z + 7)i/3r] 5 ev (A.4)
@
where r is the impact parameter in A , _.
l
is the ionization
energy of the least bound electron which we take to be 15 ev, and
x is the ratio of the velocity of the ion normalized by a charac-
teristic velocity which can be expressed in terms of the energy as
x = 5.94 x IQ-2(E + 7)5131 E_ i_ (A. 5)
x • (E x 10-3) -½ is shown in Fig. A.I as a function of Z . There
is a lower limit to the energy for which we can expect Firsov's theory
to be realistic as he assumes rectilinear motion for the nuclei. The
maximum energy transferred in an ionizing collision is xE i according
to Eq. (A.4). If we arbitrarily demand that the incoming ion must it-
self have 5 times this energy in order to apply the theory, we obtain
a mlnumum value of x given by
1.18 x I0-3 (Z # 7)10/3
Xmln = M (A. 6)
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the minimum value of x for the validity of the theory for
the inelastic cross section [Firsov, 1959].
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below which we cannot expect the theory to be accurate. Xmin is
also shownas a function of Z in Fig.A.l where the corresponding
critical energy is seen to vary from around i00 volts for low Z to
around 1.5 Kev for heavy ions.
Firsov obtains a universal curve for ionizing collisions
by arguing that as long as the minimumionization energy is trans-
ferred, an electron will be ejected by the Auger process with a high
probability. Setting _ equal to _i in Eq. (A.4) and solving for
2
_r , we obtain Firsov's [1959] expression which whenmultiplied by
two gives for the molecular ionization cross section
2/3
= 8 x 10-16 ( 25 ) [xl/5 2Oi _ - 1] 2 cm . (A.7)
In recent years there has been increased experimental activity in
measuring cross sections for various interactions involving heavy
ions in the Kev range. Weshowin Fig. A.2 a typical comparison
[Flaks, et al, 1966] of experimental values involving several combi-
nations of incident and target particles with Firsov's universal
curve. It seemsas though the Firsov cross section predicts roughly
the dependenceon velocity and is within a factor of two of measured
values for large energies. Weshall makeuse of his expression for
our analytic calculations.
Weare now in a position to evaluate the meanenergy loss
in an ionizing collision as a function of x . After a simple cal-
culation we obtain
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£ = x3/5, + 2x2/5 + 3xI/5 + 4 @ (A 8)
i0 <-_i
which is shown plotted in Fig. A.3. Since at worst only a few times
the ionization energy is lost per ionizing collision, we see that
heavy ion ionization is a relatively efficient process. The limitation
which occurs is that elastic collisions are responsible for the energy
loss of heavy particles.
Knowing the ionization cross section from Eq. (A.7) and the
energy loss rate from Eq. (A.2), we can calculate the number of elec-
trons produced by each primary heavy ion by using Eq. (3.1). The result
can be given in the form
N(E) = (M + 14)E F(x); F(x) = 0.147_[xi/5_i]" + 15 2xi/511\)
M-Z. (Z + 7)1/3
(A.9)
which is shown as a function of energy for some representative ions
in Fig.2. This calculation of N(E) has neglected the contribution
to the total number of electrons produced by secondaries (both ions
and electrons) and has neglected the contribution of the energy loss
due to ionization as being small compared to the elastic energy loss.
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6. .STUDY OF MAGNETOSPHE_I_C - E_ECT$1 C AND M_NETIC__;ELDS
BY TRACER TECHNIOUES
Edward W. Hones, Jr.
University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico
(i) Introduction
One of the great hindrances to the attainment of a full
understanding of the particle population in the magnetosphere has
been the inability to make measurements of the electric fields
(both periodic and quasi-static) in the magnetosphere. By contrast,
it has been possible to measure the magnetic fields in space and
consequently the magnetic structure of the magnetosphere is known
in quite some detail, though even here, lack of precise knowledge
regarding the path followed by a magnetic field line poses difficult
problems in magnetospheric physics.
Electric fields have, in the past, been inferred from
ionospheric current systems. Two basic current systems are the S
q
system and the DS system. The S was early suspected to be driven
q
by tidal motions in the ionosphere caused by the sun's heating of
the atmosphere. A dynamo theory for this current system based on
such a model has evolved and explains the observed current system with
considerable accuracy.
By contrast, the source of the DS system is not yet under-
stood though for many years it has been suspected that it results in
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someway from the action of the solar wind upon the outer regions
of the magnetosphere. The S system is strongest at low and middleq
latitudes, while the DS system exists at auroral and high latitudes.
The DS system is intimately related to the manyphenomena-- visual
aurorae, magnetic activity, cosmic radio noise absorption, etc., ob-
served in the auroral zone.
In the last several years techniques for measuring elec-
tric fields by measuring the _ x_/B 2 drift of clouds of barium
ions have been developed and somemeasurementsof electric fields at
low latitudes and at auroral latitudes have been made. Furthermore,
there have been efforts to measureelectric fields by electronic
methods from rockets and satellites and there appears to be some
hope that such techniques will ultimately enjoy considerable success.
This paper will deal with the magnetic field and the
quasistatic electric fields in the magnetosphere, the present state
of knowledge regarding them, and various techniques for studying them.
The discussion will be concernedwith fields associated with higher
latitudes, partly because the nature of the fields here is more
complex than at lower latitudes and partly because it is in this region
that the initial phases of the solar wind's interaction with the mag-
netosphere occur.
(ii) The Ma_netlc Field of the Magnetosphere
The magnetic field measurements made by satellites within
the magnetosphere have been of great value in development of know-
ledge of magnetospheric structure. They have revealed something of
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the nature of the magnetopause, they have revealed the neutral
sheet and other features of the structure of the tail, they have
shownsignificant inflation of the magnetic field to occur at
distances rather close to the earth (3 to 4 Re) in quiet times.
However, the measurementsleave unanswereda question which is
of great importance in developing an understanding of a variety
of geophysical phenomena-- particularly high latitude phenomena;
what path does a line of force follow through the magnetosphere
between its intersections with the earth? As someexamples: at
what magnetic latitude in the noon meridian plane is the division
between lines that cross the equator in the noon meridian and
those that are swept back into the tail? What are the paths of
field lines which emanatefrom the auroral oval? Wheredo lines
of force which pass through the neutral sheet in the tail touch
the earth? These are typical of the questions which are asked
repeatedly in efforts to decide amongvarious modesof solar wind-
magnetosphere interaction which have been proposed.
It is certain that the field line configuration varies
with time due to changing conditions in the solar wind and to the
changing orientation of the earth's magnetic axis. So one wants
to be able to trace field lines at many locations in quick succes -
sion and to do so over extended periods of time.
(iii) The High Latitude Elect_ic Fields
Until very recently no direct measurements of the electric
fields in the magnetosphere had been made. Knowledge of the quasi-
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stationary electric fields wasderived from ionospheric current
systems, which, in turn, were deduced from magnetic perturbations
observed at the ground. Electric fields derived in this manner are
subject to manyuncertainties: The magnetic perturbations are mea-
sured by a few (I0 to 20) stations and the equivalent current system
is produced by interpolation between these widely scattered stations;
currents are generally assumedto be confined to a thin sheet in the
ionosphere, whereas it is likely that currents flow, also,
lines of force; electric fields in the ionoshpere are deduced from
the currents by making use of the computedintegrated conductivity
which is a complex altitude-dependent mixture of Hall and Pedersen
conductivities; extrapolation of ionospheric electric fields to the
distant magnetosphere is usually done assuming that the electric
field alon_ the magnetic lines is negligible.
The difficulties of deriving the magnetospheric electric
fields from the high latitude current system can be illustrated by
noting the uncertainty associated with the very first step of the
procedure, namely the deduction of the equivalent current system
in the ionosphere from magnetic activity. Figure i (from Akasofu et al,
1965) shows two such current systems. The earlier one, A , is a
two cell system, having a strong westward electroJet in the post-
midnight hours, and a strong eastward electrojet in the pre-midnight
hours, each with its system of return currents. The newer model,
B , has a single westward electrojet flowing through the entire
auroral oval, being most intense near midnight. When translated into
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magnetospheric electric fields these two current systems lead to
distinctly difference concepts regarding the interaction of the
solar wind with the magnetosphere. System A suggests that solar
wind plasma enters the distant tail of the magnetosphereand flows
forward toward and around the earth nearly symmetrically. System
B , on the other hand, suggests that solar wind plasma enters the
afternoon-evening section of the magnetosphere, flows behind the
earth and out through the morning section of the tail.
The need for more direct meansof determining magneto-
spheric electric fields is evidently very great. Here again, as with
magnetic field line tracing, the time variability of the electric
fields makes it imperative that the measuring techniques allow great
flexibility -- manymeasurementsshould be madein quick succession
over large distances. This suggests_ of course that measurementsfrom
a satellite are generally the most desirable. Aggson (1967) has de-
veloped an electronic measuring device and has flown it on a satellite
(ATS-I). Though this first attempt did not meet with complete success,
there seems to be considerable hope for ultimate success. A basic
problem with electric field measurementsby electronic meansfrom a
moving satellite's motion across magnetic field lines generates an
m
electric field ( - v x B) which can be one or two orders of magnitude
greater than the electrostatic fields (perpendicular to the magnetic
field) to be measured, depending upon the altitude of the satellite
and the direction of the electrostatic field. If there are, in addition,
time-varying photo-electric voltages and ram-voltages induced on the
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satellite, determination of the magnitude and direction of the
ambient electric field maybe rather inaccurate.
Releases of barium ions above _ 200 km altitude have
recently provided successful and apparently quite accurate measure-
ments of electric fields in the auroral zone. Foppl et al C1967)
reported on the release of barium ion clouds on five successive
nights over Kiruna, Sweden.The rockets which carried the barium
bombs (to an altitude of _ 230 km) also carried an instrument which
measured the electron density profile through the ionosphere. The
observed drift speed and direction of the ion cloud provided a
measurementof the electric field (perpendicular to B ) and the
electron density measurementtogether with standard values of iono-
spheric ion and neutral composition provided an indication of the
Pederson and Hall conductivities through the ionosphere. From these
quantities currents were calculated and were comparedwith iono-
spheric currents deducedfrom magnetic disturbances observed at the
ground near the drifting ion cloud. Goodagreement was found bet-
ween the currents deduced from the two independent observations,
indicating that the electric fields deduced from the drifting ion
clouds were quite accurate.
Despite (or better, perhaps, because of) their success
the barium releases just mentioned indicated that a more versatile
system for measuring electric fields whose direction reversed within
distances of i00 km or less. What is really needed in order to
unravel the mysteries of the solar wind - magnetosphere interaction is
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the big picture of the electric field -- that is, a snap-shot of
an appreciable portion of the whole system taken in a short time
Ci.e., in a few minutes). For example a latitudinal profile of the
field direction and intensity at a given local time would help
immensly in deciding whether the electric field pattern is that
indicated by current system A or B in Figure i. and would thus
tell a great deal about the flow of the solar wind plasma through
the magnetosphere.
(iv) Tracer TechniGues
In the above section it has been indicated that tracing
of high latitude magnetic field lines and determination of the
pattern of electric fields at high latitude are of vital impor-
tance of theories of the interaction of the solar wind with the
magnetosphere. There are, conceptually, a number of ways to do these
measurements. The following is a discussion of the use of barium
ions and of positrons as tracers by which the measuremtns might be
attempted.
Cv) Barium Ion Clouds as Tracers
We shall discuss below, hypothetical experiments in which
barium ion clouds, generated by a "barium ion engine" are used as
tracers or probes to trace magnetic field lines and measure electric
fields in the magnetosphere CHones, 1965). First, however, we shall
discuss some concepts regarding barium ion clouds in general.
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The use of barium ion clouds as "probes" to study fields
and the behavior of plasmas in space has been pioneered during the
past few years by LUst's group. In a specially designed chemical
reactor barium metal and CuOare burned causing something like 5 %
of the barium metal to be released as barium atoms with kinetic
energy _ 0.3 ev. These are subsequently ionized (within a few
seconds to _ i00 seconds) by sunlight. The cloud of ions is then
visible by scattered sunlight. Suchbarium cb uds have been created
at altitudes ranging from _ 150 km to _ 2000 km (Haerendel et al,
1967). Following their release, the ion clouds drop downwardalong
the magnetic field lines under the influence of gravity. They also
drift across the magnetic field and it has been found that, for clouds
above _ 200 km, where the effect of neutral winds is small, the
cross-fields drift is largely an E x BB2 drift and thus is a fairly
accurate indication of the magnitude and direction of ionospheric
electric fields (Foppl et al, 1967).
Since the barium ion cloud is visible by scattering sunlight
and for optimum seeing, must be viewed against a dark sky, its use
at low altitudes, i.e., a few hundred kilometers, is limited to the
twilight regions of the earth. In tracing magnetic field lines, however,
the ion clouds would generally be outside the earth's shadow. They
would be seen against a night sky background from any point on earth
at which the solar depression angle is greater than _ 15 degrees.
Thusp the only region of the magnetosphere in which field lines could
not be traced by barium ion clouds is a cone of _ 15 degrees half-angle
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centered on the sun. So, mos__tregions of interest, including the
front neutral points are accesible to line-tracing by barium ion
clouds. In measuring magnetic electric fields, it maybe necessary,
in order to minimize the effect of self-shielding of the cloud, to
confine their use to regions no more than _ 104 km from the earth
where the number density and temperature of the ambient particles
are similar to those of the cloud. It is thought that the magnetic
field lines are approximate equipotentials over their entire length,
so measurementof electric fields at _ 104 km, together with know-
ledge of the paths of field lines outward into the magnetosphere
from there would permit mappingof the electric fields in the distant
magnetosphere. This restricition of cloud heights to _ 104 km does
not seriously limit the usefulness of barium ion clouds for electric
field measurementsbecause a large fraction of the field lines of
interest (particularly the auroral and higher-latitude lines) still
would allow placement of an ion cloud in the sunlight against a light
sky.
The essential requirement of a barium ion cloud is that it
must be bright enough to be observed. Weshall find that ion clouds
produced by a barium ion engine are not bright enough to be observed
photographically so would have to be tracked visually. While this may
not be as attractive as photographic tracking, it should yield per-
fectly adequate measurements because of the repeatability of cloud
injections with the barium ion cloud. The rate, _ , at which an ion
will scatter sunlight is:
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2
(photons/sec) = _e _2f __%u2 mnmc
e
(z)
where e =
e
C
f
mn
u
electron charge
electron mass
velocity of light
oscillator strength for the transition between
levels m and n
wavelength
= solar photon flux per unit wavelength interval
(continuum) outside the earth's atmosphere
= residual intensity at bottom of the solar Fraun-
brofer line.
Once ionized bariums (Ball) has a resonance line at
angstroms for which the oscillator strength _ 1.0.
(cm 2 - see - cm) -I and u _ 0.2. These numbers give
%
= 4554
= lO 21
_4554 5 x
-1
= 1.8 sec
-i
The value which has been used by LUst's group is % i sec . The latter
value will be used in the following discussion though it is uncertain.
The ion cloud, observed visually or photographically through
a telescope from the ground, must have at least the brightness of the
night sky against which it is observed. Observations would logically
be made through a filter. A 30-angstrom bandwidth _ 60 % transmission
is readily attainable (Schklovskii et al, 1960). The night sky background,
G , is _ 5 x 104 photons/cm2-sec-ster-angstrom (Allen, 1955). The
intensity of light at the surface of an ion cloud is
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_N±
4-_-- photons/cm2-sec-ster • (2)
2
where N. = numberof ions/cm -column
Thus the brightness threshold established by the above criterion
4_ x 30 x 5 x 104 2
3 x 107 ions/cm -column.
requires a value NA = 1.0 x 0.6
One must also consider the sensitivity of the detecting instruments.
The photon intensity, from a distant ion cloud, at the focus of an
imaging device such as the eye, a camera, or telescope is:
N±_ - sec .photons/cm 2
16F 2
(3)
where, the "F-number" of the device is the ratio of the focal length
to the diameter of its objective lens and the other symbols have the
same meaning as above. Notice that, for F _ 1.0 , equation (3) is
about equal to equation (2). That is, the photon intensity at the
image is about equal to the surface intensity at the cloud. Since
objective lenses with F _ l are attainable, we can assume an image
brightness equal to the cloud's surface brightness (equation 2) in all
subsequent considerations.
A photographic film of high sensitivity requires _ 109
photons/cm 2 for an appreciable grain density. We shall find that due
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to the smallness of the clouds in the hypothetical experiments
to be discussed and the rapidity of their motion, it would be
necessary to limit photographic exposure times to _ 1 sec. This
would require that the cloud surface brightness be %l09 photons/cm2
sec-ster to be photographable.
2The eye requires only _ 105 photons/cm -sec at the retina
to discern a diffuse light source in perfect darkness. Thus, the
eye, with the help of an imaging system of F _ i could see, against
a perfectly black sky, a cloud of surface brightness _ 105 photon/cm2
-sec-ster. This is much less than the brightness 1.5 x 106 photons
that the cloud must display to equal the night sky brightness through
a 30 angstrom filter.
The essential results of the above discussion are:
(a) The barium cloud must have a brightness at least equal
to that of the night sky seen through a 30 angstrom filter, requiring
2N! _ 3 x 107 ions/cm -column;
(b) The threshold brightness defined by (a) is well above
that required for visual observing through a good telescope;
(c) The threshold brightness for photographing the clouds
2 _ i010in _ i sec is %109 photons/cm -sec-ster and requires N,
ions/ cm2-column, a numbernot attainable with barium ion engines.
(vi) Production of Ion Cloud by Barium Ion Engine
Ion engines have been made which produce close to one
ampere of mercury ions of a few Kev energy. The ion beam is made
electrically neutral by injecting electrons from a filament near
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the exit of the engine. Modifications of such an engine to produce
similar beamsof barium ions are relatively straightforward and
probably could be accomplished for several hundred thousand dollars.
Ion engine producing i0 amperes are in the early development stage
and these, too, could be modified for barium ion production. Of course,
it would be possible to mount several l-amp engines in parallel to
get several amperes without awaiting the development of larger engines.
Below, we consider the feasibility of tracing magnetic field lines
and measuring electric fields by means of short bursts of barium ions
projected in a desired direction relative to the magnetic field from
a magnetically-oriented satellite in a polar orbit several hundred
to several thousand kilometers above the earth. The ion bursts would
be triggered by ground co,and. This technique offers the opportunity
to make many thousands of measurements at desired times and locations
during the life of the satellite and satisfies, to a certain extent,
the need for extensive field measurements which was discussed in an
earlier section of this report.
(vii) Magnetic Field Line Tracin_
There are two degrees of sophistication which might be
aspired to in studying magnetic field line paths through the magneto-
sphere. Ideally, one would like to trace out a line in detail, noting
its complete path between conjugate points. Such an ideal measurement
can be approached by barium in clouds from an ion engine, and will
be the principle subject of this section. However, we acknowledge
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that, short of the ideal case, it would be very valuable simply
to shoot particles (e.g., electrons) up a field line and see
whether they return to earth in the opposite hemisphere and in
approximately how long, or whether they fail to return to earth.
This type of measurementwould tell whether the line were open
or closed (for the type of particle used) and its approximate length.
There are obvious problems associated with detection of the retur-
ning particles. These will not be discussed here, however, since
this type of magnetic field line "tracing" is not the subject of
this paper.
A barium ion cloud, if projected along a field line with
enough energy to overcomegravity ( > 90 ev) will be free to travel
the whole path of the line. To be useful, however, for actual line-
tracing experiments the cloud must be visible at the maximumextent
of the line and its motion along the field line must be fast com-
pared to the velocity across field lines caused by ambient electric
fields. The latter condition requires that ion energies be one
Kev or more. Such ions would take about i000 seconds to reach the
equatorial crossing of field lines of interest. In this time typical
auroral zone electric fields might move the cloud as much as i0 or
20 degrees in longitude. The ions from the current chemical releases
( _ 0.3 ev) are of no use in tracing field lines unless they are
released near the maximum extent of the line. This requires carrying
the source to high altitude and even then, the clouds's path would
be strongly influenced by electric fields due to its small velocity.
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Other meansof giving barium ions enoughvelocity to trace field
lines are (a) to generate themin an atomic bombas suggested by
Harrison (1962) or to project them upward along the field from a
shaped explosive charge, a schemewhich is being considered by
LUst's group. The use of a barium ion engine, as suggested here,
is a much less violent methodand is not a one-shot affair but
provides the opportunity for thousands of repetitions from a single
vehicle.
Weshall now consider the performance of a line-tracing
experiment in which a neutralized beamof barium ions is projected
up a magnetic field line from a magnetically oriented polar-orbiting
satellite at _ 300 km altitude. The directed energy of the ions is
6 Key (v _ i00 km/sec) and their thermal energy is 30 ev. Table 1
from Knauer (1967) lists the expected properties of such a beam,
powered by solar-cells and rechargable batteries, and thus approp-
riate for repeated use on a satellite. Figure 2 (Knauer, 1967) is
a schematic representation of the source. The transverse energy density
of the beamas it emerges from the source is muchgreater than the
magnetic field energy density so the cloud will quickly expand to a
larger diameter. The lower limit of this expandedsize is that at which
the beam's transverse energy density equals the magnetic field energy
density. Taking B = 0.5 gauss, one finds that the beamwill promptly
expand to a diameter of _ 90 jl/2 centimeters, where j is the ion
current of the beamin amperes. The electron gyro radius is small com-
pared to this size (i.e., _ 30 cm) while the ion gyro radius is large
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(_ 1.6 x 104 cm). The ions are restrained from moving far out
of the _ i00 cm diameter beam,however, by a sheath of positive
charge which is quickly formed. Further expansion could come
about through various possible diffusive processes. The atmospheric
3density at 300 km is _ 109 particles cm , so that collisional mean
free path is _ 107 cm. Thus, each ion of the beamwill suffer only
about one collision, and each electron _ 30 collisions, with the
neutral atmospheric particles as they leave the atmosphere. The
_= ....... e column a,,o to these ool1_sions is not insignificant
and might increase the diameter by a factor of two or more. (This
collisional diffusion could be reduced or eliminated, of course, by
ejecting the beam at higher altitude.) Diffusion by coulomb scattering
among the electrons and ions of the cloud itself is another cause of
"collisional" diffusion, and one which might be effective over a
greater portion of the cloud's path. However, this can be shown by
the methods of Spitzer (1956) to be negligible. Thus, in the absence
of other "anomalous" diffusion processes, the cloud would expand
initially to a diameter of a few times (90 jl/2)cm, the ions being
restrained from executing their full gyro orbits by space change.
Anomalous diffusion processes might cause the column to assume a
diameter much larger than this, however, and for the present purposes,
we assume (we believe, conservatively) that this maximum size will
be the ion gyro-diameter, 3 x 104 cm. Below we will present estimates
of beam currents required to trace lines based upon these minimum
and maximum beam diameters.
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After the expansion to the final diameter (which we
assume takes place in a few seconds, within a few hundred kilo-
meters above the earth), the cloud will expand further only as the
tube of force which contains it grows, i.e., = r3/2 , where r is
the geocentric distance. The cloud will also grow in length, due
to the velocity spread of the ions, at a rate
dL kT
dt _ mV _ 0.25 km/sec
o
Table 2 indicates the minimum current, Jmin ' required for obser-
vation of an ion cloud produced by a one-second burst from the source.
This information is given for two possible values of the initial
cloud diameter: 300 cm and 3 x 104 cm. It is given, also, (a) for the
cloud Just after its expansion to its initial diameter; (b) for the
same cloud as it crosses the equator at 5 _ and (c) for the cloud
as it crosses the equator at i0 _ . Line tracing becomes important
for lines as close as £ 5 RE because inflation of the magnetic
field has been observed at distances of 3 or 4 RE and the ATS satel-
lite has shown quite large distortions of the field at 6.6 RE (Paul
Coleman, private communication). For each position the diameter and
length of the cloud are given, both in linear and angular units. The
table shows that if the cloud initially expands to 300 cm, a 2-ampere
current will suffice to make it observable at I0 RE . The angular
width (0.4 seconds of arc) is very small, however, and a telescope
with _ 30 cm diameter objective lens would be required to resolve
the cloud at its greatest distance. If the cloud expands initially
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to 3 x 104 cm, reasonable currents will not permit its obser-
vation even at 5 _ , if one observes through a single diameter
of the cloud. However, the satellite moves _ 8 km per second
(which is many times the beam diameter) in its orbit a 300 km and
if the l-sec injection takes place as the satellite moves equator-
ward, the later-injected parts of the cloud will tend to overtake
the first-injected parts. This feature will increase the cloud
thickness along the line of sight from certain observation points.
With experience in using such an orbiting ion source, it might be-
come possible to plan injection location, times, and durations so
as to improve, considerably, the observability of the cloud over
that calculated by the simplified arguments above. Consideration of
the geometry field lines leaving the earth from the auroral region
and above also shows that over much of its path the cloud could be
observed nearly end-on from particular ground locations, increasing
by as much as a factor of i0, or more, its line-of-sight thickness.
In particular, a ground station directly under the release point
would, initially, see the cloud nearly end-on and so, even the cloud
of 3 x I04 cm initial diameter would be readily observable initially.
The angular motion of the cloud as observed from the cloud will be
slow, making visual tracking relatively simple. It is to be noted,
also, that the orbital period of the satellite is _ 1 ½ hours, during
which a ground station moves _ 22 degrees in longitude. So a single
observing station, in the auroral zone, could observe two or three
cloud-launches per night with particularly good initial perspective
of the cloud at each launch.
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The clouds discussed above consist of _ 1 amp-sec, or
about i milligram of ions. It is good to have such small amountsof
barium per injection if one contemplates many injections. Howdo
these very small amounts comparewith the amountswhich have been
used in chemical bursts and what evidence do the latter provide
regarding the above calculations of the visibility of the clouds
from a barium ion engine? The cloud of April 22, 1966 (Haerendel
et al, 1966) contained a total of 255 grams of Ba. Of these, 5 %or
10221.8 grams (_ 6 x atoms) becameionized. The cloud was 2000 km
long and at least 5 kmwide and was easily observed without a filter
at dusk. (The solar depression angle at launch was only 6 degrees).
N± for this cloud was _ 6 x 108/cm2-column, 20 times greater than
we require in the above calculations. The use of a filter, alone,
ignoring the probable high background of the sky at the time of the
burst, gives easily this factor of 20. Weconclude, from this com-
parison, that the results listed in Table 2 are substantially correct.
If a barium ion cloud expands, initially, to a diameter
of only a few hundred centimeters, as in the first line of Table 2,
it provides a powerful meansof studying the magnetic field topology
in most regions of interest in the magnetosphere. If, however, it
expands to the larger diameter (line 2, Table 2) its use at large
distances is probably not feasible, though experience with use of such
clouds may reveal techniques for providing adequately bright clouds
at certain desired points along their trajectory. It does not now
seempossible to say which of these two initial diameters is the
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more nearly correct. The very fact that cross-field diffusion of
ion clouds is not amenableeven to order-of-magnitude calculations
despite the manylaboratory experiments that have been performed
suggests that barium ion clouds projected into the magnetosphere
by an ion engine under rather precisely controlled conditions,
might provide information of basic importance to plasma physics.
(viii) Measurement of Electric Fields
Electric field measurements would be accomplished by in-
jecting, from a satellite orbiting over the poles at _ 2 _ , low
energy ions whose drift velocity due to the gradient and curvature
at the magnetic field is very small compared to that expected due
to electric fields. The larger distance of the cloud above the earth
in this experiment is required because the cloud will hover near
its point of injection and prolonged observation of it outside the
shadow of the earth requires this greater height. Barium ions would
have a kinetic energy of _ 20 ev by nature of the satellite's orbital
velocity (5.3 km/sec). This energy and direction of ejection from the
source would be controlled, however, so as to limit the cloud's
spreading along the magnetic field lines. Under the competing actions
of gravity and the magnetic gradient parallel to the lines the ions
will spread out along the lines of force and it can be shown that,
for barium ions injected perpendicular to the magnetic field with
kinetic energy, W ° , within a few thousand kilometers from the earth's
surface at high latitude, the kinetic energy parallel to the lines,
Wll , is
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r o
where r° is the geocentric distance at which injection takes place.
WII and W ° are in electron volts; r and r° are in the earth radii.
This equation determines the value of r at which WII + 0 , i.e.,
the height to which barium ions, injected with energy W at r ,
o o
will rise or fall after injection. One finds that ions injected at
r° = 2 with energy near 15 ev will neither rise nor fall; by control-
ling their energy to within _ 0.i ev it should be possible to limit
their total spread along the lines to _ i00 km.
The radius of curvature of a 15 ev barium ion at r = 2 RE
is _ i km. Thus a burst of ion current of intensity j amperes and
duration At seconds will distribute 6.3 x i018 jAt ions in a region
2 km east-west, about 5.3 At km north-south, and _ i00 km. high.
From a point on earth directly underneath it this region subtends
and angle of _ 4 minutes of arc (i.e., one-tenth the diameter of the
full moon). The column density, N! of the cloud from a point directly
underneath it is _ 6 x 107 J ions/cm2-column. For J = i ampere
this is twice the threshold for visual observation. N! could be
increased by injecting the cloud at lower altitude, but this would,
in general, reduce the time for observation of the hovering cloud.
Electric fields perpendicular to B would be derived from
the measured E x B/B 2 drift of the cloud. In order for the ion cloud
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to be useful in making quantitative evaluations of electric
fields, its lifetime against deterioration by better-known
phenomena such an ion electron recombination and diffusion
by coulomb scattering must be long -- hopefully several hours.
The ion electron recombination time at 6000 km alti-
tude, where the ambient electron density is only _ 103/cm 3 is
at least several days and possibly much longer. The ion density
in the cloud is _ 5 to i0 ions/cm 3, much less than the ambient
electron density, so the cloud will not seriously perturb the
environment.
Estimates of the slowlng-down and "deflection" time of
the cloud ions were derived from the equations of Spitzer (1956).
Here we will simply indicate the values of parameters used and the
results of the calculation. The "field particles" consist of 103
electrons/cm 3 and i03 protons/cm 3 both at temperature 103 °K .
The barium ions have, initially, 15 ev kinetic energy. Making
use of Spitzer's equation (5-9), (5-18), and (5-22) and his Tables
5.1 and 5.2, we find that tD , the time for a 90 ° deflection of
a barium ion, is _ 3.6 x 105 seconds, or about 4 days. But tD
varies directly with the third power of the ion velocity and as
the ions are slowed down by coulomb interactions with field par-
ticles, tD shorten rapidly. Spitzer's equation (5-28) gives _ 2
hours for ts , the slowing down time for the barium ions. This,
then, is the effect most severely limiting the lifetime of the cloud.
For, as the ions are slowed by coulomb interactions their deflection
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time decreases and they also fail to lower altitude where the
field particles are even more numerous. It appears, then, that
useful cloud lifetimes may be limited to an hour or so in the experi-
ment as described here.
(ix) Positrons and Tracers
Positrons are attractive for use as tracers because when
they come to rest in matter they annihilate with an electron, forming
two half-mev gamma rays which are emitted in opposite directions.
Detection of the coincident pair of half-mev gamma rays in a suitably
situated pair of scintillation detectors then permits positive iden-
tification of the stopping and annihilation of the incident positron.
Hones (1964) considered a hypothetical experiment in which positrons
are injected in the "slot" between the radiation belts at 2.5
and their subsequent behavior studied with a positron detector on a
satellite. The postulated detector was heavily shielded against the
energetic background particles in the slot and it was found that to
obtain a true count rate of 30 counts/sec (i0 times the background
1021rate of 3 counts/sec) 3 x positrons were required.
In the present study, a different location is chosen for
injection of the artificial belt -- namely at 6.6 _ , (the geosta-
tionary orbital distance) and the injection is to take place from
a satellite in an equatorial geostatlonary orbit. The electron back-
ground at the equator at L = 6.6 is obtained from Vette et al
(1967) and is tabulated below.
o
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E (Mev)
TABLE 3
Electron Flux at L = 6.6
Integral Flux > E(cm2-sec)
0.I 6 x 107
0.3 3 x 107
0.5 1 x 107
0.7 4 x 106
1.0 i x 106
1.5 i x 105
2.0 1 x 104
2.5 1 x 103
3.0 i x 102
3.5 1 x i01
4.0 1 x i0 °
5.0 1 x 10 -2
-i
The Bremsstrahlung spectrum generated by these electrons in beryllium
(the outer shielding of the hypothetical detector of Hones (1964))
was calculated by the equations of Petschek (1963). This spectrum is
shown in Figure 3. Shown also is the Bremsstrahlung spectrum deduced
by Hones (1964) for the electron spectrum in the slot. The integral
Bremsstrahlung flux above 1 Mev in the detector at the geostatlonary
orbit is _ 10 -3 of that in the slot. For this reason the accidental
counting rate of the same detector is reduced to very low levels and
* These are the maximum values, found at _ 0900 L.T.
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it is assumed in the following that a true count rate of 0.i count/sec
could be detected.
Aside from the greatly improved background there is a good
reason, from the standpoint of magnetospheric physics, for injecting
fast, electron-like particles in this region. These lines of force
connect nearly with the auroral zone, and so studies of the behavior
of such tracers in this region might provide valuable insight to auro-
ral processes. In this study, no effort is made to conceive experi-
ments with specific detailed objectives. Rather, it is our purpose
only to determine the feasibility of injecting a detectable quantity
of positrons.
As mentioned above, consideration of the background count
rate for the hypothetical detector of Hones (1964) leads to the conclu-
sion that one could hope to detect a positron flux which would give a
count rate of % 0.I counts/sec. This turns out to be a flux of _ 20
positrons/cm2-sec or a positron density of _ 10-9/cm 3. The volume of
a shell i00 km thick (the gyro diameter of a 1 Mev positron) at 6.6
is % 1027 cm 3, so _ 1018 positrons are required to fill the shell
uniformly to a detectable flux level.
Hones (1964) found that i0 kg of reactor-irradiated copper
1021would yield 3 x positrons. Thus, only _ I0 grams would be required
here if such a source were used. However, one wonders whether the small
quantity of positrons required here could be produced by an electron
accelerator. The Marquardt Corporation (1966) has conducted a feasibi-
lity study for placing in a geostationary orbit a i0 Mev electron
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accelerator. An 850 pound payload could provide a total of 3 x 1019
electrons in a total operating time of i0 minutes. To produce positrons
with this accelerator, one would place a sheet of dense material (e.g.,
lead) about one radiation length thick (0.5 cm) in the electron beam.
Bremsstrahlung gammarays produced by electrons would produce electron-
positron pairs. What is the efficiency of positron production? Seward
(1966) quotes the value 2 x 10-3 escaping positrons/Mev of gammaenergy
absorbed in a lead shell. If we assumea conversion plate of lead 0.5
cm thick in the electron beam, we can say that roughly 5 Mev of gamma
rays are produced in the stopping of each electron and thus find a con-
version efficiency of _ 10-2 positron per electron. Thus, the Marquardt
accelerator would produce a total of only 3 x 1017 positrons which would
not provide one shell-filling. It does not seem, therefore that accele-
rator produced positrons provide an attractive possibility for magneto-
sphere experiments.
Seward (1966) finds that a specially designed nuclear bomb
of _ 100 kT yield could produce up to 2 x 1024 positrons. This is i000
times as manyas Hones required for detection in the slot. Both nuclear
bombs and irradiated copper, although they represent sources strong
enough to establish detectable shells of positrons in the magneto-
sphere, are costly because a rocket launch is required for each shell.
In the outer magnetosphere (e.g., at 6.6 _) the lifetime of the shell
would probably be quite short so it appears that positron injections
here might be an unnecessarily expensive way to study particle behavior.
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(x) Conclusions
A barium ion engine, of one-ampere current, developed at
moderate cost by modification of an existing ion engine, could
create barium ion clouds which would probably be bright enough to
permit electron field measurements and other low-altitude studies
of the magnetosphere, such as cross-field diffusion of plasmas. It
is possible, too, that such an ion source would permit tracing of
magnetic field lines to distances 5 to i0 earth radii. The latter
depends upon the extent to which the ion cloud expands across the
magnetic field as it leaves the source. This question does not
appear to be amenable to theoretical determination and may require,
for its answer, actual observation of the behavior of ion beams
ejected in space such as those of the SERT tests. Ion engines of
10-ampere current are in the design stage and conversion of such an
engine to barium ion production would greatly enhance the possibi-
lities of this technique for magnetospheric field measurements.
Quantitites of positrons which would make a detectable
shell in the trapping region of the magnetosphere (where the shell
should have along life) require a nuclear bomb or a very hot source
of irradiated copper. Much smaller quantities suffice to provide a
detectable shell at the outer edge of trapping (e.g., L = 6.6) and
these can be provided by a small piece of irradiated copper that
should be relatively easy to handle. However, here the lifetime of
,7
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the shell will be short and it is doubtful whether the benefits of
positron injection would warrant the cost and effort involved in the
establishment of each shell. An electron accelerator probably cannot
create enough positrons to establish a detectable shell even at
L = 6.6.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure I (a) Earlier model current system (schematic) for
polar magnetic substorm; view from above dp north
pole; the direction of the sun is indicated.
(b) New model current system (schematic) proposed
by Akasofu, Chapman and Meng. (From Akasofu et al,
(1965).
Figure 2 Schematic diagram of Kaufman thruster (ion engine)
such as would be used as barium ion source (Knauer,
1967).
Figure 3 Computed Bremsstrahlung spectra behind beryllium shield
of positron detector at L = 6.6 and L = 2.5.
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7. MODIFICATION OF THE MAGNETOSPHERIC CONVECTION PATTERN
BY MASS INJECTION
Harry E. Petschek
AVCO Everett Research Laboratory
Everett, Massachusetts
The basic energy source and driving mechanism for
most of the phenomena which are observed to occur within the
believed to be the solar wind. These phenomena include the
aurora, the production and precipitation of higher energy par-
ticles, the emission VLF noise and the distortion of the mag-
netosphere into a long tail. The most likely mechanism for
coupling solar wind energy to the internal magnetosphere is that
drag at the magnetosphere boundary allows the solar wind to drive
1-4
an internal convection pattern within the magnetosphere.
While the precise nature of this coupling is still subject to
some controversy, there is significant evidence that the coupling
exists and is responsible for many of the features observed within
the magnetosphere.The observed elongated magnetic field in the
tail is direct evidence that some shear force is acting on the
magnetosphere boundary. The data on low energy particles on the
nightside suggests that a flow towards the earth is bringing
these particles towards the nightside. 5 The well-known observation
that aurorae are predominantly a nighttime phenomena indicates
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that the energy is coming into the magnetosphere from thenight-
side. Even the fluxes of particles of several MeVare known to
be affected by disturbances in the over-all flow field. 6 All of
these phenomenaindicate that the convection pattern plays a
crucial role in determining the over-all balance of the internal
magnetosphere. Onemay therefore anticipate that modifying this
convection pattern would produce significant changes in the number
of observable phenomena.
The purpose of this report is to indicate that such modifi-
cation is feasible over local regions with modest present day pay-
loads and conceivably over the entire magnetosphere if the full pay-
load of an Apollo-slze vehicle could be utilized.
If a massof ionized material comparable to the ambient
masswere added to a region of the magnetosphereat a velocity
different from the natural velocity, the velocity of this region
would be momentarily changed.This would correspond to a significant
change in the flow pattern locally. This disturbance would last
for the time required to re-accelerate the addedmass to the natural
flow velocity. The possibility of actually changing the convection
flow either locally or globally by injecting mass dependson the
fact that the total mass of the magnetosphere is surprisingly small.
Taking the density of one proton per cubic centimeter and a volume
corresponding to a cube 30 earth radii on a side, the total mass is
about i0 tons. Since even this mass is within the rocket capability
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which will exist in the next few years, the requirement of pro-
viding sufficient massof material can easily be met. Indeed, as
will be discussed below, significant changes in local regions
of auroral flow should be achievable with modest present day rockets.
The problem which is not as easily resolved is the method of
distributing the mass over the large volumes required.
As an examplewe consider a possible modification of the
flow in a local region in the auroral zone. Consider a cloud of
neutral cesium released in a circular orbit at L = 6 , on the
equator, and on the nightside of the earth. If sunlight is not
eclipsed by the earth, the cesiumwill be ionized by solar radiation
with a time constant of 1.6 x 103 seconds.7 During this time thermal
expansion of the cloud at a temperature of a few hundred degrees
centigrade will allow it to reach a diameter of about 103 km. The
undisturbed convection velocity at this point is about I0 km/sec
and roughly in the azimuthal direction. The first atoms which become
ionized could therefore be dragged by the magnetic field to a dis-
tance of about 2 x 104 km (~ ½ rad.) away from the neutral cloud.
Since the magnetic field lines remain rigid, the mass should be
comparedto the mass along the entire length of the field line
105 km. The volume of interest therefore extends 105 km along the
field line, 2 x 104 km azimuthally, and 103 km in the radial direction.
Taking a densit 7 of one proton per cubic centimeter, this corresponds
to an ambient mass of i0 kg.
The release of a few tens of kilograms of neutral cesium
should therefore be sufficient to produce significant changes in the
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local convection flow. The region affected would have roughly
the dimensions given above. The azimuthal extent might be some-
what less since the velocity of the field lines which have been
weighted downby the early ionization would already be somewhat
reduced. The duration of the event would be determined by the
time required to accelerate the addedmass to the normal velocity.
A rough estimate of this time would be that another comparable
mass of convection flow must go by the region and impart its mo-
mentumto the cesium. Since we have taken the masswhich flows
by in the ionization time the acceleration time would be com-
parable to the ionization time or about 1.6 x 103 seconds.
The effects of the release of a few tens of kilograms
of cesium should produce significant changes in several standard
observables. For example, the ionospheric current pattern at the
base of the affected field line should be modified and readily
observable with ground magnetometersnear the base of the field
lines involved. The modified density may form a whistler duct.
Since natural ducts are rare in the auroral zone such an artificial
duct would be easily identified and monitored. Satellites flying
through the cloud should be able to detect the cesium ions with
particle detectors. A cesium ion moving at the convection velocity
would have an energy of about 1 Kev. Finally, the disturbance in
density velocity and shear mayproduce instabilities which modify
particle precipitation. This precipitation could be observed with
polar satellites or balloons or might even have sufficient intensity
to produce a large scale visible aurora.
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As a second example, modification of the tail is some-
what more difficult than the example just given for the auroral
zone. Firstly, because of the larger dimensions involved, a larger
mass is inquired. Secondly, the distribution of the addedmass
over these large volumes is moredifficult. Thirdly, since the
magnetic field is significantly distorted by the flow, the inter-
action of the flow with the addedmass can lead to further mag-
netic field distortion and more complicated flow phenomenamay
result. An entire cycle of the convection pattern requires of the
order of 104 sec. If significant effects are to be achieved the
mass should probably be addedin a time comparable to or smaller
than this. On the other hand, in order to allow the mass to spread
over a large volume, long times are desirable. Lithlumhas an ion-
ization time by solar radiation of about 104 seconds7 and would
spread by thermal expansion to a diameter of about three earth
radii.
Consider a cloud of lithium released at about 30 earth
radii within the tail, but awayfrom the neutral sheet. The volume
occupied by the lithium during the ionization time would be 2 x 104
km both along the field lines and perpendicular to the flow and
magnetic field, and the magnetospherelength ~ 2 x 105 km along the
flow direction. A density of one proton per cubic centimeter, which
may be slightly high for the tail, corresponds to ~ 102 kg. Since
in this case the field lines can be bent by the flow, one might
expect that the field lines going through the cloud would continue
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to movewhile being retarded within the cloud. The resulting
slingshot effect would accelerate the addedmassmore rapidly
than was estimated previously. The resulting concentration of
the momentumand energy should result in a geometrical perturbation
of the neutral sheet and possibly a modification of the earthward
flow which it produces.
If lO3 kg were addedat such a location the masswould
be sufficient to retard the entire length of the field lines on
which the lithium has been placed even taking the slingshot effect
into account. This should reduce the velocity toward the neutral
sheet and the rate of field line reconnection over the three earth
radii width of the region. This in turn should produce noticeable
modifications both locally in the tail and along these streamlines
into the auroral zone. Modification of ionospheric currents and
auroral precipitation would be expected. Finally, if ten such clouds
were simultaneously released distributed at three earth radii in-
tervals across the tail the entire tail would be decelerated and
changes should occur over the entire auroral zone and tail.
One of the major uncertainties associated with such ex-
periments at the present time would be production of the ionized
gas cloud. The ionization times quoted were taken from theoretical
calculationsbased on ionization by solar radiation. More recent
experiments with barium clouds have indicated that considerable
uncertainty in these ionization times exists. 8 It is not clear at
the present time whether or not these difficulties are peculiar
to the chemistry of barium and would not apply to the alkali gases
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suggested in this report. It should, however, be borne in mind
that the experiments suggested do not depend critically on the
chemical species which is injected except that the ionization
time should be in the appropriate range. It seemslikely that the
element with the appropriate ionization time can be found. Further-
more, somevariability exists; in particular, the injection in
the auroral zone could be carried out at higher latitudes than
the equator which, for the sameionization time, would allow a
wider spread in L value. The problem in ionization time is there-
fore one of finding a release mechanismand a suitable chemical
species to fit the required ionization times.
The above examplesserve to show that addition of mass
in the range of several tens of kilograms up to several tons should
produce modifications of the_convection pattern over local or global
regions. While these estimates should be reasonably accurate as far
as predicting a modification of the convection pattern, it is very
difficult to estimate what further effects should occur. Modifi-
cation of the convection pattern would clearly produce modifications
in the ionospheric current patterns. The expectation that further
significant effects on particle precipitation, creation of aurorae
and VLF emissions will occur rests on two basic concepts. Firstly,
that the convection pattern is the basic driving source for pheno-
menawithin the magnetosphereand therefore modifying it should
produce significant changes. Secondly, many features of the magneto-
sphere such as aurorae, particle precipitation, and VLF emissions
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appear sporadically indicating that the magnetosphere is easily
triggered into such phenomena,thus suggesting that a disturbance
which is artificially produced might also trigger these pheno-
mena.
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8. WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION EXPERIMENTS
R.A. Helliwell
Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford University
Stanford, California
ABSTRACT
It is proposed to modify the environment of the magneto-
sphere by injecting whistler-mode waves from transmitters located
on the ground and in satellites. Both !ong4_,i_=1 =_nd transverse
resonance between charged particles (principally electrons) and the
waves would be employed to produce changes in the waves and the
interacting particles. Injected waves may be amplified or attenu-
ated. Radiation at new frequencies may be stimulated. Particles
may experience changes in pitch angle and energy.
Observations of such wave-induced phenomena should aid
in understanding the physics of the interaction processes and pro-
vide a basis for systematic modification of the wave and particle
environments. In addition, new diagnostic tools for the study of
both the energetic and thermal particle environments may emerge.
For an initial wave-particle interaction experiment, a
polar orbiting satellite is suggested, with the geocentric dis-
tance ranging from about 2 to 4 earth radii. A frequency range of
i kHz to 300 kHz is suggested. Two to three mutually orthogonal
electric dipoles would be driven in various ways to excite waves
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in the range i kHz to 300 kHz. A transmitter power of at least
i kw is desired. Broadband receivers excited by loop antennas
would be employed to detect stimulated emissions and echoes. Auxi-
liary experiments in the satellite include sounding of the magneto-
sphere in both the whistler and "HF" modestogether with particle
detection (pitch angle and energy distribution) in the i00 ev to
300 kev range. Complementarymeasurementsof waves and particle
effects would be madeon the ground at the ends of the field lines
of interest.
(i) Introduction
In thls paper we explore briefly some possible ways of
modifying the environment of the magnetosphere by injecting whistler-
mode waves. Strong interaction between the waves and energetic par-
ticles is expected to occur over a wide range of particle energy
because the wave velocity in the whistler-mode is relatively low
(_ 0.1c). Interaction modifies the characteristics of both the
waves and the particles. In the proposed experiments interactions
would be stimulated by signals transmitted from the ground or from
a space vehicle. The resulting wave and particle phenomena would be
measured by suitably located radio receiver and particle detectors.
Wave-partlcle interaction experiments are interesting for
several reasons, Perhaps most important at this time is their poten-
tial contribution to a better understanding of magnetospheric physics.
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With improved understanding maycomenewmethods for measuring
the parameters of energetic particles, and possibly those of the
background thermal plasma as well. Wave-partlcle interaction
experiments will also aid in assessing the feasibility of control-
ling the properties of trapped particles using electromagnetic
waves. Experimental evidence supported by theory, indicates that
the growth of electromagnetic waves through the transverse resonance
instability leads to significant lowering of the mirror points of
the interacting electrons. Someof these electrons enter the 'loss
cone' and are absorbed or 'dumped' in the ionosphere, where they
may cause detectable radio wave absorption and various auroral effects.
Ability to control the dumping of electrons would naturally
lead to other experiments involving trapped particles. With suffi-
cient wave power it might be possible to reduce significantly the
level of dangerous radiation reaching astronauts. In addition to
dumping, it may even be possible to accelerate energetic particles,
thereby providing a new tool for the study of this little under-
stood process. Controlled acceleration could also lead to other
experiments, for instance the mapping of the earth's field through
the enhancementof energetic particle fluxes over a narrow range of
L values.
Another area of possible application for wave-particle
interactions is the control of wave generation, amplification and
attenuation for the benefit of VLF communication and navigation
systems. At high geomagnetic latitudes it is known that the level
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of natural noise at VLF is often determined by emissions form the
magnetosphereand ionosphere rather than by impulses from lightning.
Suppression of these emissions, either continuously or on a scheduled
intermittent basis, could meana significant increase in signal-to-
noise ratio. Ability to use the amplifying properties of particle
streams could lead to new communication techniques involving satel-
lite and ground stations.
Before discussing proposed wave-partlcle interaction experi-
ments, we shall review briefly the relevant background. In section (ii)
we look at the mechanismsof propagation of whlstler-mode waves. In
section (iii) we describe the principal known interaction phenomena
and in section (iv) their various interpretations. In section (v)
we outline some suggested experiments and discuss their requirements
and interfaces. In section (vi) we discuss experiment requirements. It
must be emphasized that these suggestions are not intended to be
comprehensive, but rather to indicate the kind of interesting experi-
ments that might be done by injecting waves. Other ideas will surely
come forth as more thought is given to the problem.
(ii) Propagation Paths
To excite an interaction the waves must be able to pro-
pagate from the source to the region of interest. We consider now
the accessibility of various regions of the magnetosphere to whistler
waves from sources on the ground and in space.
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Sources on the ground, such as man-madetransmitters and
lightning discharges, can illuminate the lower boundary of the
ionosphere by direct transmission and via multiple reflections bet-
ween earth and ionosphere. Someof the incident energy leaks into
the ionosphere, being guided approximately along the magnetic field
lines of the earth. Those componentsthat encounter an enhancement
of field-aligned ionization can be ducted and conveyed to the oppo-
site hemisphere where they exit into the earth-lonosphere waveguide.
They may then propagate a considerable distance away from the exit
polnt De,ore their intensity drops below the threshold of detection.
The ray paths of wavesnot soducted simply deviate slowly from the
field llne, following a 'non-ducted' path which is determined by the
overall distribution of refractive index.
A characteristic of typical non-ducted propagation as
determined by ray tracing in a model magnetosphere is that the wave
normal tends to bend more slowly than the earth's field. Thus the
direction of wave propagation (with respect to the earth's field)
tends to become more transverse as the wave propagates. If the
wave frequency is below the lower hybrid resonance frequency (see sec-
tion (ill)). the wave normal can reach 90 ° , at which point the
wave is reflected [Kimura, 1966; Thorne and Kennel, 1967]. One
phenomenon in which this process occurs is the so-called magneto-
spherically reflected (MR) whistler [Smith and Angeraml, 1968].
The MR whlstler shows a number of components which are interpreted
as successive reflections between magnetospheric reflection points
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in the vicinity of the lower hybrid resonance frequency. The
wave normals of the reflected componentsof MRwhistlers are
close to 90°, implying a relatively large longitudinal electric
field component. After several reflections the calculated ray
paths are found to follow the earth's field rather closely
[Kimura, 1966]. Often associated with MR whistlers are strong
emissions [Smith and Angerami, 1968]. One of the objects of a wave
injection experiment would be to stimulate such emissions. MR
whistlers have been seen only within the plasmasphere and within
+ 30 ° of magnetic equator.
One of the limitations of ground sources for inter-
action experiments is the restricted range of wave normals which
can be excited in the ionosphere. Because of the high refractive
index of the ionosphere, wave normals in the transmitted wave are
initially confined to a narrow cone (usually only a few degrees in a
half angle) about the vertical. This limits the paths that a ray
entering the ionosphere at a certain latitude can take. Nevertheless,
if we neglect reflection effects at the plasmaphere boundary, it
appears that one can always find a starting point from which a ray
may reach a given point in the magnetosphere.
By placing the transmitter in the magnetosphere, the
refractive index is increased causing the range of accessible wave
normals and corresponding ray paths to increase. This means that more
paths can be excited and a wider range of interaction conditions
achieved. Of especial interest is the possibility of causing the
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signal and any associated emissions to return to the satellite
in the mannerof a boomerang, following reflection in the region
of the lower hybrid resonance. Such a reflection would not involve
an exact retracing of the path of the incident wave but rather
a rapid turn-around, with the return path passing close to the
former path. Using ray tracing in a model magnetosphere, the path
of the boomerangmodehas been found to follow closely the path
of the earth's field [Edgar, private communication]. A schematic
diagram of the boomerangmodeis shownin Figure i.
...... _bL_=_ _=_A &l_O _ _AL_U Dy a saue±llte trans-
mitter but normally only when the satellite is within a duct. By
contrast, a transmitter on the ground can simultaneously excite
many different ducts because the energy leaks into the ionosphere
with nearly vertical wave normal. However the ground transmitter
should be reasonably close (say within 500 km) to the entrances
to the ducts to ensure adequate signal strengths.
The two principal sources of wave injection, ground
transmitter and satellite transmitter, have both advantages and
disadvantages. With a ground source it is possible in principle
to excite all available ducts on a continuous basis. Thus the
monitoring of drifting ducts [Carpenter and Stone, 1967] is best
carried out from the ground. A disadvantage of the ground source
is the high injection loss produced by attenuation in the earth-
ionosphere waveguide and coupling across the lower boundary region
of the ionosphere. In addition, if the region is at a high
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altitude, there is a divergence loss connected with the spreading
of the lines of force of the earth's field. However these losses
are at least partially compensatedby the relatively high powers
available from someground stations. In a typical experiment where
the magnetospheric path started at a distance of 2000 km from the
ground transmitter and the satellite (OGO-I) was near the equator
at L = 2 , the nighttime magnetic field intensity from NAA, radi-
ating 106 watts on 17.8 kHz, was roughly 10-3y [Heyborne, 1966].
This signal level is comparable to the intensity of strong natural
With a satellite transmitter on the other hand, it should
be possible to produce the required signal levels at reasonable
distances from the satellite with a few hundred watts of power, since
the waveguide and coupling losses are no longer present. Furthermore,
a satellite source, as indicated above, is capable of excltlng the
full range of wave normals, thus allowing examination of regions
inaccessible to ground sources.
A disadvantage of the satellite source compared with the
ground source is the fact that the satellite is normally moving
rapidly and hence it is not possible to monitor continuously a par-
tlcular path of propagation. This limitation is especially striking
in experiments requiring ducting propagation. Thus a satellite crossing
A possible exception is the path from a synchronous satellite; ho-
ever, it is believed that the magnetosphere at synchronous altitude
(6.6 _) does not co-rotate with the earth.
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a duct with a diameter of 50 km at a speed of i0 km a second
could observe ducted signals for only 5 seconds. Since echo
times may range from less than one to nearly ten seconds, depending
on frequency and path, this methodof study has limited application.
A considerable improvementwould result if the satellite followed
an orbit which was somewherealigned with the axis of the duct.
Recent satellite observations [Heyborne, 1966] show that
signals from ground VLF stations are often cut off above a certain
latitude. The cutoff ____o__°_.v occur near *_^_LL=plasmapause_Lypi_a±±yr.....
near L = 4 ) for moderate disturbance, and has tentatively been
attributed to D-region absorption. In this situation a satellite
transmitter would appear to provide the only reliable meansof in-
jecting waves into the region beyond the plasmapause.
The radiated power required to produce a certain signal
level at a certain point in the magnetospherecan be determined if
the directivity of the antenna and the ray trajectories from the
transmitter are known. Since this information is not available, we
shall makea very crude estimate based on admittedly over-simplified
models. For dlcussion purposes we shall assumethat a signal power
density of i0 -II watts/m2 is desired in the interaction region
which is located 5000 km from the satellite transmitter. This signal
level corresponds to that of relatively strong narrowband noise as
measuredwith oGo-I at frequencies of a few kHz.
For non-ducted propagation assumethe power density varies
inversely with the square of the distance from the source. Then the
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total power required from an isotropic source would be
4 (5 x 106m)2 x i0 -II watts = 3,140 watts. Because of the anisotropy
of the magnetosphereat VLF, we can expect someguiding even in the
absence of a duct. For example if we neglect the effects of ions
and take f << fH ' the angle between the ray and the earth's field
has a maximumvalue of 20° . If we assume the energy is uniformly
distributed over this 'ray-cone', the directive power gain is about
i0 db, and the required power is reduced to 314 watts.
In ducted propagation wave power is guided along the lines
of force of the earth's field when the angle between the wave normal
and the earth's field is less than the so-called 'trapping' angle.
(It depends on the percentage enhancement ionization in the duct
and on f/fH ") Because the wave is trapped, the wave power density
does not vary inversely with the square of the distance from the
source as in a homogeneous medium but inversely as the effective
cross-sectlonal area of the duct. For a typical duct wlth a wave
normal trapping angle of 20 °, the maximum ray angle for f << fH is
about i0 °. For simplicity assume that the radiated energy is pro-
portional to the size of the ray cone In solid angle. Then the power
trapped Is about one-fourth of that radiated. Now for a typical duct
at L = 5 the cross sectional area in the equatorial plane is about
1011 2 [Angeraml, private communication]. The total radiated power
required is then 4 x i0II x i0-II = 4 watts.
Although such crude calculations cannot be used as a basis
for design, they do suggest that experiments based on use of ducted
signals should require significantly less power than 'non-ducted _
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experiments. More quantitative study of the antenna pattern and
ray divergence is required•
(iii) Wave-Particle Interaction Phenomena
In this section we review briefly the principal wave-
particle interaction phenomena that have been observed on the
ground and in satelliteS. Most of the phenomena to be discussed
are electromagnetic emissions observed in the frequency range 300
Lv JvvSvvv _g lnZ_ /,. .........Ln=_iW=_ _=u_ _nOl_vqX [[om recent• iauwev_r it is '...........
observations, both on the ground and in satellites, that emissions
can be observed at higher and lower frequencies.) Detailed infor-
mation on changes in particle parameters resulting form interaction
processes is very limited [Oliven and Gurnett, 1966] even though
the theory has received considerable attention [Kennel and Petschek,
1966].
For our present purpose it is useful to consider wave
effects in one of two phenomenological categories. First are those
in which an input signal is either amplified or attenuated, but
whose frequency-time variation and bandwidth remain essentially
unchanged. Second are those in which an emission occurs spontaneously
or, if triggered, whose spectral character differs markedly from the
spectrum of the triggering signal. It should be noted, however, that
there is actually no sharp distinction between these classes, since
observed interactions may show the properties of both.
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In the first class we have whistlers, originating in
lightning, whose observed dispersion fits cold plasma theory but
which show marked amplitude changes not readily explained in terms
of cold plasma theory. An example is the 'long-enduring' whistler
echo train [Helliwell, 1965] that may show several hundred discrete
echo components of nearly the same amplitude. This phenomenon
requires either a lossless duct with perfect reflectors at the ends,
or an amplification process somewhere on the path. Another example
is the sharp high-frequency cutoff observed on ducted whistlers at
one-half the electron _vrofrequency [Carpenter. 1968]. This effect has
been attributed both the failure of the ducting mechanism [Smith, 1961]
and to cyclotron damping by resonant electrons [Liemohn, 1967]. On
the other hand, non-ductedwhistlers of the 'MR' type show sharp
low- and hlgh-frequency cutoffs which have been attributed to Landau
damping by resonant electrons [Thorne, private communication]. Also
in the first class are man-made signals from stations such as Omega
(10.2 kHz) which show clear evidence of amplification with little
or no change in spectrum [Carpenter, 1968].
In the second class are the relatively broadband noise
known as auroral hiss and the narrowband noise known as discrete
emissions (e.g., chorus). Both may appear spontaneously, while the
latter are often triggered by natural or man-made signals.
Because of their apparent susceptibilty to control, we
shall review the characteristics of triggered narrow-band emissions
in some detail. Many natural emissions of the narrow-band type are
observed to be related to whistlers or other emissions. An emission
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may be triggered by a whistler at any frequency within its range,
but not with equal probability at all frequencies. The bandwidth
of triggered emissions may range from less than i % to greater than
i0 % of the center frequency. Twobroad categories of triggered
emissions are recognized, one associated with ducted signals and the
other with non-ducted signals.
Triggered emissions associated with ducted signals most
commonlystart at the upper cutoff frequency of nose whistlers, which
usually is very close to one-half the minimumgyrofrequency on the
on the ground are believed to originate in whistler ducts, since,
as pointed out earlier, ducting aids the transmission of whistlers
out of the ionosphere and into the earth-lonosphere waveguide. Further-
more, the presence of the duct helps to keep the direction of pro-
pagation of the triggering signal aligned with the earth's field, a
condition favoring emission growth through the transverse resonance
instability. However the generation process is not limited to ground-
observed ducts, since the OG01 and III VLF experiments see the same
type of discrete VLF emissions occurring spontaneously over wide
ranges of L-value.
The reason for the frequent triggering of ducted emlssions
at one-half the minimumgyrofrequency is not understood, but it is
thought that wave particle interactions as well as the failure of
ductlng at this frequency must be involved [Carpenter, 1968]. The
satellite experiments to be proposed should provide useful new data
on these puzzling phenomena.
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The duration of an emission triggered by a ducted whistler
may on occasion exceed 30 seconds, a time much longer than the
mirroring period of any resonant particles. This suggests that the
generation region tends to remain fixed in space, rather than moving
with the particles as someauthors have suggested. Recent observations
of the upper cutoff frequency of whistler modenoise madewith the
OGO-I satellite support previous suggestions that the region of gene-
ration is located close to the top of the line of force that passes
through the satellite [Dunckel and Helliwell, in preparation]. These
and other fsrt_ pnlnt to _ m_chen_9m hssefl nn gyrn-Te_nn_nr_ h_t_=_n
electrons streaming in one direction and whistler mode waves propa-
gating in the opposite direction.
Another type of narrow band triggered emission is that
seen in satellites associated with MR whistlers [Smith and Angerami,
1968]. Although these emmisions tend to start at the tops of the MR
traces, their frequencies are well below half the minimum gyro-
frequency on the path. It has been suggested [Thorne, private com-
munication] that these emissions are evidence of growth associated
with the longitudinal resonance (negative Landau damping), since
the wave normal angles of the parent whistlers are close to 90 ° .
An experiment similar to that suggested for study of the transverse
resonance would be desirable here.
Discrete VLF emissions can be triggered by single frequency
transmissions from VLF stations. These have been called artificially-
stimulated emissions (ASE). Their occurrence is highly sensitive to
the duration of the triggering signal. In one series of experiments
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on 14.7 k}Iz, the Morse code dots (50 msec in length) produced
virtually no triggering, whereas the Morse code dashes (150 msec
in length) produced variable-frequency, narrowband emissions most
of the time [Helliwell et al, 1964]. The onset time of the triggered
emissions was delayed with respect to the starting time of the
triggering dash by about 100msec.
Another example of emission phenomena,seen only in satel-
lites, is the so-called lower hybrid resonance noise. This has been
observed over a range of altitudes, principally in the vicinity of
]000 km. Th_ f_q,,_,cy f of the l_:zer hybrid resonance (Tu_
given by
i i i i _i
Me---'fff2 = f2 + 2 ' where Mef f E _. , _i
r o fH i
= fractional
.th °th
concentration of the i ion, M i = the relative mass of the i
ion, f = electron plasma frequency, fH = electron gyrofrequency.
o
For a typical model of the ionosphere and magnetosphere, this frequ-
ency ranges from < i kHz to _ 8 kHz. Emissions of the LHR type are
characterized by a relatively sharp low frequency cutoff and a vari-
able Bandwidth. In addition, they appear often to be enhanced or
triggered by whistlers of both the shorth path (0+) and long path
(i_) variety. Excitation of the LHR noise apparently could be ef-
fected either from the ground or from a satellite.
Occurrence patterns of wave-particle interaction pheno-
mena are complex. However, some broad distinctions can be developed
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from available data. Thus broadbandhiss is seen mainly in the
auroral zones on the nightside of the earth and is thought to
be associated with the open field lines. Discrete emissions,
including chorus and so-called mld-latitude hiss, tend to be a
daytime phenomenaand are seenmainly in the region of closed
field lines. Discrete emissions observed on the ground appear to
exit from the ionosphere along preferred paths (i.e., ducts),
whereas those observed in satellites seemto showno preferred
paths. Thus it appears that manyof the regions in space as well
== u=LL=X, _LLeuum=naare observable and controllable only _rom
within the ionosphere or magnetosphere.
(iv) Interaction Mechanisms
The mechanisms of principal interest in this study are
those related to the longitudinal and transverse resonances. The
condition for longitudinal resonance is given by _icos@ = v ,P
where _I = streaming velocity of particles, 0 = angle between
wave normal and earth's field, and v = phase velocity of wave.
P
Longitudinal resonance is involved in Cerenkov radiation and in
collective phenomena analogous to traveling wave tube amplification.
In order for longitudinal resonance to be effective there must be
a significant longitudinal component of the wave electric field
and this is achieved only with a non-zero wave normal angle. The
larger the wave normal angle, the larger the longitudinal electric
field component. However, even at large wave normal angles, the
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electric field tends to be shorted out in the direction of the
earth's magnetic field and so is often relatively small. From the
given resonance condition and the knownparameters of the magneto-
sphere, the resonant particle energies are estimated to be a few
kev. In the F region the resonant energy may drop to a few hundred
ev. Emissions triggered by MRwhistlers are thought to be evidence
of a collective interaction at the longitudinal resonance taking place
near the equator [Thorne, private communication].
For years it has been thought that incoherent Cerenkov
radiatien would be too w___k to _ccount for the _eve! of ob_T_T_
emissions. However, J_rgensen [1968] has found recently that the
parameters used in the early calculations were unrealistic. His
estimates of Cerenkov radiation from electrons in the auroral zone
are in relatively good agreement with observations of auroral hiss
made both on the ground and in polar orbiting satellites. Modfylng
the Cerenkov process using longitudinally resonant waves would be
worth some study as a possible experiment to be carried out from a
satellite that crosses lines of force passing through the auroral
zone.
The other interaction mechanism that has received considerable
attention is based on the transverse resonance between waves and par-
ticles. Here the wave phase velocity and particle streaming velocity
are opposltely dlrected so that the particle sees an upward-shlfted
Doppler frequency equal to its own natural gyrofrequency. This mecha-
nism has been employed by a number of authors to explain the generation
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of emissions [Dowden, 1962; Brice, 1964; Bell and Buneman,1964;
Helliwell, 1967] and related particle perturbations [Kennel and
Petschek, 1966]. The condition for transverse resonance of non-
relativistic electrons is given by
vllcos @ = Vp(l - fH/f) ,
where vll -- streaming velocity of electrons, 0 = angle between
wave normal and earth's field, Vp = wave velocity, fH = electron
gyrofrequency, f --wave frequency (f < fu) •
L_
It is seen that the required particle velocity increases
as the wave frequency is lowered. It has the same magnitude, but
opposite sign, as that for the longitudinal resonance when f = fH/2 .
Thus at frequencies low compared with the gyrofrequency, the resonant
electrons must have higher energy for transverse resonance than for
longitudinal resonance. (In both cases the energy of the resonant
electrons increases with their pltch angle.) It is not surprising,
therefore, that emissions linked to the transverse resonance are those
which are common at relatively high normalized wave frequencies, such
as one-half the gyrofrequency. With the transverse resonance, inter-
action occurs strongly at zero wave normal angle, and hence this
mechanism is especially attractive for explaining interactions involving
ducted whistlers. (Ducted whistlers must have small wave normal angles
in order to be trapped in a duct.) Energies of interest in the trans-
verse resonance will range from a few kev to several hundred kev.
Much of the literature dealing with the transverse resonance
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instability has been based on a small-signal assumption and broad-
band electromagnetic wave energy. With such a model, Kennel and
Petschek [1966] have been able to link the loss rate of electrons
due to pitch angle scattering to the intensity of broadbandnoise
generated by the interacting particles. In this process increased
particle flux tends to increase the wave output which in turn in-
creases the pitch angle scattering and reduces the wave growth rate.
Thus the particle flux tends to remain constant in value while the
wave amplitude and the precipitation rate may vary over wide ranges=
Recently the transverse resonance has been employed in the
study or narrowband coherent signals whose spatial variations in
phase are assumed to be matched to those of the resonant electrons.
Under this condition strong phase bunching is encountered which is
believed to result in a conversion of particle energy to wave energy
[Helliwell, 1967]. Using this principle of phase matching, it is found
that the time rate of change of frequency of oscillation can be
directly related to the spatial gradient of electron gyrofrequency.
For particles moving down (up) the llne of force, the frequency
rises (falls) with time. Consideration of the phase bunching mechanism
suggests that if the intensity of the bunching wave exceeds a certain
value, the power delivered to the wave will fall off, giving rise to
a natural limiting process. Application of conservation of energy to
this model indicates that if the flux of resonant electrons should
differ from the equilibrium value for a fixed interaction region,
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then the region of interaction would drift at the velocity required
to establish equilibrium. Suchdrift would cause the spatial gradient
of gyrofrequency to changewhich in turn would alter the rate of
changeof generated frequency with time. Thus if the interaction
region crosses the equator in the direction of the particle stream,
the frequency of emission first falls, then rises, giving rise to
the well-known spectral shapeknownas the 'hook'. The term 'drifting
cyclotron oscillator' (DCO)has been applied to this mechanism.
Employing the (DCO)model, it has been possible to interpret
the principal forms of variable frequency narrowband emissions. Further-
more it is found that the finite time required to produce phase
bunching can account for the delay observed in the triggering of ar-
tificially stimulated emissions.
Associated with the transfer of energy between particles
and waves is a change in pitch angle which can result in dumping. The
qualitative relations between the particle energy changes and the
wave energy changes for the transverse resonance interaction are shown
in Table i. It is seen that for electron waves growth is always
acoompanied by an increase in the particle longitudinal energy, and
of course a decrease in the particle transverse energy, causing the
pitch angle to decrease. For a proton on the other hand, the pitch
angle change is reversed and when the proton particle energy increases,
the pitch angle decreases. The increased interaction time of the
drifting cyclotron oscillator process, compared with incoherent wave
interaction, may increase the amount of pitch angle scattering of the
resonant electrons, possibly by as much as a factor of 10 [Bell_
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private communication]. These ideas lead to the suggestion that
a wave interaction experiment in which both the frequency and its
variation with time were controlled, could provide new information
on the longitudinal componentof the gradient of the earth's mag-
netic field. In this experiment a wave train would be transmitted
along a line of force and the resulting change in the pitch angle
distribution observed at the satellite. The time required to ob-
serve the changewould be a measureof the distance of the inter-
action region from the satellite. From the time derivative of trans-
mitted frequency, the longitudinal variation of electron gyrofrequ-
ency would be obtained.
Another application of the transverse resonance occurs
with relativistic particles whosemass increase causes their gyro-
frequency to be reduced below that for thermal electrons. Thus it is
possible to synchronize electron and wave at frequencies well below
the gyrofrequency without requiring any Doppler shift. Energy can
then be exchangedbetween the wave and electrons gyrating in the
equatorial plane of the earth's magnetic field. By suitably changing
the frequency of the exciting wave with time, it is possible to lock
the electron to the wave and slowly change its energy [Helliwell and
Bell, 1960; Bell, 1964]. Theenergy can either be increased or
reduced. Repeated excitation of the given electron each time it drifts
around the earth could in principle raise its energy by a factor
perhaps as large as i0. It has been estimated that a ground transmitter
radiating i0 megawatts in the frequency range of 23 kHz to 90 kHz
might produce a detectable effect at a latitude of 40° geomagnetic
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TABLEi. RELATIONSHIPSBETWEENCHANGESIN PARTICLE
LONGITUDINALNDTRANSVERSEENERGY,WAVE
ENERGY,ANDPARTICLEPITCHANGLEFOR
TRANSVERSE-RESONANCEINTERACTIONWITH
WHISTLER-MODESIGNALS.(Appeared as
Table 5 in Brice [1964]).
Type
of
Particle
Electron
Proton
Electron
Proton
whlstier
Wave
Energy
Increases
Increases
Decreases
Decreases
Total
Particle
Energy
Decreases
Decreases
Increases
Increases
Particle
Longitudinal
Energy
Increases
Decreases
Decreases
Increases
Particle
Transverse
Energy
Decreases
Increases
Increases
Decreases
Particle
Pitch
Angle
Decreases
Increases
Increases
Decreases
t
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[Bell et al, 1963]. Such high power in a frequency variable source
is not presently available. An alternative to this source of power
would be a satellite-borne transmitter which could apply strong fields
directly in the equatorial plane.
(v) Suggested Experiments
Wave injection experiments can be performed with the trans-
mitter located on the ground or on a satellite. With the transmitter
on the ground, the satellite would observe both ducted and non-ducted
signals and their associated emissions and would employ particle
detectors capable of measuring the changes in spectrum and pitch angle
distribution of the interacting particles.
Because of the difficulty in radiating much power from a
ground transmitter below i0 kHz, an experiment involving a ground
transmitter would be limited to altitudes less than about 3.5 earth
radii (fH % 20 kHz). However this is a region that is known to be
a source of emission and that is readily accessible to the ground
sources. A possible experiment in this class would be to try to change
the pitch angle distribution of certain electrons by transmitting
suitable triggering signals from the ground. For transverse resonance,
the satellite particle detector would be located in the same hemi-
sphere as the ground transmitter, while for longitudinal resonance
the satellite should be in the conjugate hemisphere. If the satellite
were below the mirror points of most of the particles, then pitch
angle scattering should cause a rather large change in particle flux.
The measurements might he most effective if made on a polar-orbiting
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satellite at an altitude of about 300 to i000 km. If the satel-
lite were in a duct, the associated emission could be observed
on the ground at the conjugate point.
For more detailed studies of the wave generated in the duct,
it would be desirable to have the satellite travel near the top
of the line of force where the emissions are believed to be gene-
rated. Thus a satellite traveling in polar orbit roughly tangent
to the field line (say L = 4 ) could successively observe dif-
ferent part of emissions being stimulated by successive pulses
transmitted from the ground. Variations in the transmitted signal
could be made to test the prediction of the DCOtheory regarding
the relation between the location of the generation region and
df/dt.
In the second class of wave-particle interaction experiment
the transmitter is placed in a satellite. Advantages over the ground
transmitter are increased field intensity and access to a muchwider
range of wave normals. Here two orbits would be especially interes-
ting, one polar at mediumaltitude (_ = 2 to 4) and the other
equatorial at synchronous distance (6.6 _ ) .
The mediumaltitude polar orbit appears to offer several advan-
tages for a first experiment. The region between _ = 2 and 4 is
known to be an active emission region and is readily accessible to
signals from ground or satellite. Particle activity is present much
of the time in this region, but should be less variable than at
greater altitudes, and hence the detection of wave-induced pertur-
bations should be easier. The lower altitudes allow use of higher
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frequencies and hence reduce the size of antenna required. Thus at
= 2 , fH = ii0 kHz, so that frequencies up to 55 kHz or so should
O
be usable. Furthermore the relatively high refractive index inside the
plasmaphere helps further to reduce the length of antenna required.
For example at a frequency of 16 kHz on the equator at RE = 3 (assuming
an electron density of 400/cc), the refractive index for zero wave normal
angle is about 8, a leg of the corresponding half-wave dipole would then
extend about 600 meters from the satellite.
After experience is gained from the medium altitude experi-
....._....... _4+ _+^114_ T.T_,,I_he Be_r_hle It would he de-ment, a °_,,_,,_,,vus _ o=__ ...... .........
signed to stimulate interaction processes on lines of force passing
through the auroral zones. (Observations in OGO's I and III demonstrate
that whlstler-mode noise is observable out to the magnetopause on the
sunward side of the earth.) Ionospheric effects that might be produced
by the precipitated particles include D-region absorption, mlcropul-
sations, auroral effects, etc. A preferred location for such an ex-
periment would be the llne of force passing through the conjugate
ground stations at Byrd and Great Whale River. Real time telemetry
of the ground data, via satellite perhapg, is suggested to avoid the
long delays normally encountered in receiving data from the Antarctic.
The highest frequencies involved in the synchronous orbit experiments
would be about two to three kHz.
Finally, there is the class of experiments in which waves
and particles are injected from the same spacecraft. For maximum in-
jection along a given field llne the satellite would follow an orbit
roughly tangent to the field line. Both longitudinal and transverse
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resonances could be employed. If both waves and particle streams
were suitably pulsed, the position of wave-particle interaction
along the field line could be varied. For longitudinal resonance,
interaction would occur before the electrons reached their mirror
point. Both waves and particles could probably be detected on the
samespacecraft since the waveswould tend to return via magneto-
spheric reflection. For transverse resonance, on the other hand,
only the electrons could be expected to return unless the satellite
were in duct.
As an example of a sDeclfic experiment, consider the in-
jection of an electron stream with a broad energy spectrum but having
a certain narrow range of pitch angles falling outside the loss
cone. Short whistler-mode wave trains transmitted from the satellite
would interact with resonant particles returning from their mirror
points. By adjusting the df/dt of the wave train, the region of
maximum interaction could be selected. Its exact position would
then be determined by measuring the delay of the corresponding
changes in pitch angle.
Essential to the success of any of these 'modification'
experiments is a knowledge of the parameters of the magnetospherlc
plasma at the time the experiment is performed. The satellite should
carry appropriate sensors for this purpose, including a magneto-
spheric sounder. The sounder and whlstler-mode wave generator could
be the same device since their characteristics are rather similar.
The sounder would be used to excite whistler-mode echoes from the
lower ionosphere (in the same and opposite hemispheres) at frequencies
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below the gyro and plasma frequencies. It would also be used to
bounce reflections off the surface of the plasmaphere above these
frequencies (in the '}IF' mode). It should provide interesting data
on the topology of the plasmapauseand the outer edge of the through
just outside plasmapause. According to Angerami and Carpenter [1966],
the plasma frequency in the through maybe as low as i0 kHz while that
within the plasmaphere maybe as high as 200 kHz. A sounder frequency
range of 5 kHz to 500 kHz would therefore be desirable. Equipmentpara-
meters such as frequency, pulse length, repetition period and range
_huuld b_ mad_adjustable by commandfrom the ground.
Particle parameters of interest include pitch angle and
energy distribution. Becauseof their low mass, electrons are expec-
ted to play the dominant role in wave particle interactions, but pertur-
bations of energetic protons are possible and should not be overlooked.
For electrons, the energies of interest are estimated to range from
i00 ev (F layer, low frequency, longitudinal resonance) to perhaps
300 key (large pitch angle or transverse resonance at low f/fH )
Detectors should have response times of a few milliseconds in order to
study the known transient effects.
(vi) Experiment Requirements
With respect to the receiving type of experiment, experience
is extensive and designs can be made with considerable confidence.
The main problem is that a suitable ground transmitter is not yet
available with the characteristics desired. An experimental version
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of a possible transmitter is presently under development at Byrd
Station in the Antarctic where a 150 kw source (2 to 300 kHz) is
being used to excite a 21-mile horizontal electric dipole layed
on the ice. Efficiencies are however low and the signal strengths
observed at the POG0satellites above the transmitter have been
relatively week. However, such a transmitter might be located at a
lower latitude so that paths at and within the plasmapausecould
be excited more readily. It is believed that transmitter powers
well in excess of i00 kw would be required to oduce useful new
results +_wi_, this type of e_erlment.
At the present time limited receiving experiments can
and are being made with the aid of transmissions normally available
from Navy VLF stations. However, adequate control of the frequency
function is not available. Furthermore desired transmission can be
obtained only when the transmitter is not being used for con_unication,
thus it would be difficult to coordinate the ground transmission
with the satellite position.
Receiving equipment in the satellite could be similar to
that used on the OGO series in which the frequency ranges from
i0 Hz to 100.000 Hz. Broadband and narrowband tunable receivers
would be needed in the new experiments as well as in the present
OGO experiments. Loop antennas would be employed to provide reliable
measurement of field intensities. Power and weight requirements
for the receiving equipment are nominal, being of the order of a
few pounds and a few watts, respectively. Loop antennas of roughly
2 meters in diameter are satisfactory.
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A satellite transmitter is a more difficult proposition.
Very little experience has been obtained in the operation of trans-
mitting antennas at whistler-mode frequencies. Data from the Alouette
II topside sounder experiment shows that whistler-mode echoes from
the ground are sometimes excited when the satellite is near the mag-
netic pole. In these experiments the frequency was around 200 kHz
and the power delivered to the antenna was less than one watt. This
experience is a basis for expecting that some of the experiments men-
tioned above could be performed using a long electric dipole and a trans-
................... j ........................... ,
ency, its characteristics should inclued variable pulse length,
various forms of amplitude and frequency modulation, and variable power.
The pulse length should be variable so as to test suggestions regar-
ding the effect of duration of signal on emission stimulation. As a
starting point for the antenna design, we might consider a circularly-
polarized array made up of two orthogonal dipoles excited 90 ° out of
phase. A third dipole, orthogonal to the other two, might be needed
to insure efficient excitation of waves with large wave normals. Sig-
nals could be received on the same antennas as in Alouette II or on
separate loop antennas to provide better field intensity calibration.
Satellite interfaces include up and down data links and
interference problems. High bit rates comparable to those obtained
in the OGO satellites (64 kilobits/s) are desirable if the details of
spectral changes are to be recovered. An analog channel transmitting
a bandwidth of about 30 k}{z would be desired. A number of commands
from ground to satellite are required in order to control both the
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transmitter and receiver. If an electron gun is included, additi-
onal commands would be required for its operation. With respect to
interference we find problems in both directions. VLF receivers
must be protected against the noise produced in a normal spacecraft
resulting from the operation of dc-dc inverters and other space-
craft systems. One suggestion is to place the inverter frequencies
above the range of interest, say > 300 kHz. Positioning the VLF sensor
well away from the main body is also helpful. Interference to other
on-board experiments by the transmitter could be controlled by time
sharing.
The payload sizes for the experiments outlined above are
not yet known. Certainly the Alouette II payload is a minimum, and we
can anticipate an increase by a factor of ten if we are to radiate
a kilowatt at VLF. The antenna tuning requirement alone is expected
to increase considerably the weight and heat dissipation requirements.
A total power capability of ten kilowatts is likely to be required.
In preparation for the design of such experiments, it is
important to study the behavior at VLF of long antennas in the iono-
sphere. Especially important is the problem of non-linear effects
in the medium in the immediate vicinity of the antenna. The mechanical
problems of paying out the conductor and stabilizing the system need
to be studied. The trade-off between the antenna length and antenna
input total power should be investigated.
The lowest frequencies generally require the greatest lengths.
Thus at synchronous altitude for a frequency of i kHz and a refractive
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index of i0, the wavelength is 30 km. A half-wave center-fed
dipole would then require two boomseach 7.5 km in length. A much
shorter length maybe usable provided sufficient power is avail-
able.
Extension of the single satellite type of experiment
should be considered. Thus an additional satellite might be used
to detect conjugate point effects produced by the transmitter.
Another possibility would be to use a low-altitude polar orbiting
satellite to study particle and wave effects stimulated by a trans-
mitter in a synchronous satellite, in general, any VLF transmitter
experiment should take advantage of the presence of satellites
capable of receiving VLFwaves and measuring particle effects.
Finally, it should be noted that supporting ground ob-
servations are an important element in any wave-particle inter-
action program. Ground observations of whistlers and VLF emissions
provide diagnostic data on certain properties of the magnetosphere
such as electron density, needed to interpret the interaction
results. Furthermore, both wave and particle effects caused by the
interaction in the magnetospherecan often be observed in someform
from the ground.
A schematic drawing illustrating someof the suggested
experiments is shownin Figure i. Although the interaction regions
are shown at the top of each line of force, they may occur else-
where as well. In particular, the existence of LHRnoise suggests
that strong interaction may occur in the region of the 'turn-around'
of the boomerangmodewhich occurs near the LHRfrequency. Also of
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interest, but not shownin Figure i, are the 'short' boomerangpaths
that have their turn-around points in the samehemisphere as the
satellite. To excite the boomerangmode the transmitter frequency
must exceed the local LHRfrequency and be less than the maximum
LHRfrequency on the field line through the satellite.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure i. Examples of wave-particle interaction experiments using
a VLF transmitter in a polar-orblting satellite (labeled
S). The noon-midnight meridium is shown, with the position
of the plasmapuse assumed to be the same on both sides.
Shaded boxes show assumed region of strong wave-particle
interaction (T = transverse or cyclotron resonance; L =
longitudinal resonance). Unlabeled arrows show ray direc-
tion of satellite radiation and stimulated emissions.
Arrows labeled 'e' show streaming direction of elec-
trons perturbed by transverse interaction. Arrows labeled
'HF' show path of sounding signals at frequencies higher
than the electron plasma and gyrofrequencies. S I = lon-
gitudinal resonance with auroral zone electrons below
satellite (f _ i0 kHz); weak excitation of transverse
resonance at top of line of force, employing ducted pro-
pagation (f _ 1.5 kHz); S2 = transverse resonance with
trapped electrons at top of line of force at plasmasphere
boundary, waves trapped on knee (f % 7 kHz); S3 = lon-
gitudinal resonance with non-ducted boomerang mode (f % 3
kHz); S4 = strong excitation of longitudinal resonance
(f % 6 kHz); S5 = 'HF' sounding of plasmapause (f % i0 kHz
- 300 kHz); S6 = strong excitation of transverse resonance
(f % 7 kHz).
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APPENDIX
In the following few pages we have attached a memo-
randum kindly supplied to us by Dr. W. Hess (Director of Science
and Applications) which gives useful information on the electrical
power potentially available from the uprated Saturn I and Saturn
V vehicles.
The numbers supplied in this memorandum should be re-
garded as subject to revision or change without notice. It is hoped
they give some perspective however on the power requirements dis-
cussed in this report.
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U.S. GOVERNMENTMEMORANDUM
TO: TA/Director of Science and Applications
Revised:0ctober 25, 1967
Date: Oct. 5, 1967
In reply refer to: TB/I0-4/28
SUBJECT:Electrical power potentially available from the Uprated Saturn I
vehicle, Saturn V vehicle, and envisioned power supplies for earth
orbital missions.
Since on either on Uprated Saturn I or a Saturn V launch, the SIB, SIC,
and SII never attain earth orbit; only those stages (Saturn IV/Instrument
Unit, Service Module, and CommandModule) which would be used in an earth
orbital mission are discussed herein. See figure i for the stack configu-
rations.
The power available of any particular mission is a function of the mission's
objectives and operational constraints. Since these are not firm at this
time. the data levels nres_r_ hprp4n _ _n _= rnn=4A=_=A == _=...... +._
tive. All power is nominally 28 volts d.c.
Saturn IV/Instrument Unit (S IV/IU)
The SIV/IU is separated into two dependent power units. These units are
composed of silver-zlnc batteries. The power is tabulated in table I for
the various missions.
For future missions, Marshall Space Flight Center is considering extending
the lifetime of the S IV and IU up to 25 hours. The use of solar cell panels
and battery combinations for long duration missions is also being considered.
Service Module (SM)
The Service Module power is supplied by a bank of three fuel cells. They
supply a total of 2850 watts for sustained operation with a maximum of 4200
watts for short periods. A battery for use in contingency deorbit and return
is being seriously considered as an addition to the SM's power complement.
Command Module (CM)
The Command Module uses silver-zinc batteries. These batteries are primarily
for re-entry use. See Table i for capacity.
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TABLE i
(28 volt power)
_ission Booster
i. 2. 3. 4.
Mission Mission
Duration Utilization
Provisioned Maximum
Power (a) Capability
.
Maximum
Potentially
Available (b)
(days) (amp-hrs) (amp-hrs) (amp-hrs) (amp-hrs)
AS-204 SIB
t
S-501 S V
SIB
AAP-3 SlB
S IV 0.313 266 387 387 121
IU 0.313 842 1,400 1,400 558
SM 13.7 22,500 22,900 22,900 400
CM 13.7 104 120 120 16
S IV 0.313 452 760 760 308
IU 0.313 516 1,400 1,400 884
SM 0.375 1,720 9,830 22,900 20,180
CM 0.375 113 120 120 7
S IV
IU 0.273 493 810 1,050 557
SM 26.8 56,450 73,150 73,150 16,700
CM 26.8 83 120 120 37
S IV
IU 0.273 493 810 1,050 557
SM 56 118,300 116,700 116,700 1,600
CM 56 174 200 200 26
Certain missions have off-loaded power systems, therefore, column 3
(Provisioned Power) can be less than column 4 (Maximum Capability).
Column 5 (Maximum Potentially Available) is the difference between
column 4 (Maximum Capability) and column 2 emission Utilization).
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The electrical power as presented in table i is referenced to the expected
vehicle performance. Deviations frJm expected performance, mission modi-
fications, or objective changesgreatly affect these values. The column
labeled "MaximumPotentially Available" should be used as an indication
whether additional batteries, fuel cells, etc., must be added to a given
mission to satisfy a specific scientific need. The mission requirements
as a whole must be analyzed for each configuration contemplated to insure
that operational requirements can still be satisfied after the incorpora-
tion of scientific experiments.
An indication of the possible meansof supplying power unavailable from
the present systems is given in figures 2 and 3. These figures were ab-
stacted from the USAFSystemsCommandDocumententitled "Space Planners
Guide". Exotic systems suchas nuclear reactors, chemical dynamic generators
and solar dynamic generators are not practical in the context of the Saturn
Apollo Applications Program.
o Figure 2 A indicates which type of system should be selected
as a function of electrical output power and mission duration.
o Figure 2 B indicates the rate of discharge of a primary battery
as a function of electrical energy, installed battery weight, and installed
battery volume.
o Figure 2 C indicates the numberof charge/discharge cycles
available from a secondary battery as a function of electrical energy and
installed battery weight.
o Figure 2 D indicates the realtionship of short period-high
power drain sources as a function of system weight and electrical energy.
o Figure 3 A indicates fuel cell power output, for various
mission durations, as a function of system weight.
o Figure 3 B indicates solar cell output, for various array
configurations with optimum solar orientation, as a function of system
weight.
o Figure 3 C indicates a radioisotope power output as a function
of system weight.
Fred T. Pearce
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FUEL CELL, SOLAR CELL, AND
RADIOACTIVE POWER SUPPLY
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